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Email: sales@aftershokz.co.uk
Tel: 01606 558428

aftershokzuk

Cycling Plus
"Since testing these we’ve 

discarded our usual ear buds
and now ride more safely and

with more awareness".

Runners World  
"Listen to your tunes while 

hearing everything around you
thanks to the military-inspired

bone conduction technology of
the Aftershokz Sport.".

The Independent
"The Ten Best Sports Headphones

- Ranked No 1.".

Have you heard sense?

Showcasing Intersport Show 26 -27 March 2014
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ADRIAN HILL writes for a wide variety of sports publications and websites. 
Also contributes to BT Sport’s rugby union coverage.

CRISPIN ANDREWS appears regularly in The Cricketer, Inside Cricket, SPIN and Wisden
Extra. Loves smashing it over cover for four.

DAVE HOWELL internet specialist and micro publisher, his work has appeared in the
national press, specialist magazines, journals and websites.

FIONA BUGLER a marathon runner and triathlete, she’s also the co-founder of the Fitness
Writers’ Association and been involved in fitness media for 20 years.

PAUL CLAPHAM regular contributor to a variety of trade magazines, largely on marketing
and sales topics. Also works as a marketing consultant.

PAUL SHERRATT is the founder of Solutions for Sport, which provides sales and
marketing solutions for sports brands and retailers alongside business consultancy and
development advice.

TONY JAMES former Fleet Street journalist, co-founder of the Sports Incorporated
agency and author of over 20 books, he specialises in sport and business.
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• STAG Summer & Winter Buying Shows for 2014

• Every STAG member is invited

• The Buying Show that means business

• Cotswolds Water Park Hotel

• To book contact: sharron@stagbuyinggroup.com

www.stagbuyinggroup.com

Sunday 29th June 9am – 6pm
Monday 30th June 9am – 5pm

Sunday 23rd November 9am – 6pm
Monday 24th November 9am – 5pm
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n 2013 the UK
economy
appeared to
move in the
right direction,

posting its strongest growth
since 2007. This growth,
combined with the
continued fall in
unemployment, which now
hovers just above the seven
per cent mark in the UK,
according to the Office for
National Statistics, gives us
an indication that we may
finally be beginning to see
the green shoots of
economic recovery. 

But how have the
economic developments
impacted the sport industry
and in particular the running
category? Are we seeing
similar trends within this
market? With full year 2013
data now available from the
NPD Consumer Panel, this
gives us a great opportunity
to examine the running
category in the UK.

Positive news
In light of the wave of more
positive news regarding the
UK economy, the UK running
footwear market, which is
valued at £321 million,
experienced growth of just

Source: The NPD Group - GB Sports Footwear and Apparel Consumer Panel

I
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GROWTH

TREND
Full year 2013 data from the NPD Group’s Consumer Panel for

the UK running category indicates it’s still a strong performer

over five per cent during
2013 compared to 2012 in
the latest NPD Online
Consumer Panel data. 

Upon closer inspection,
this in fact continues the
growth trend witnessed
within this category in
recent years. In reality, the
performance of this
category is less to do with
the economy and more
influenced by the increasing
participation levels of
running in the UK (according
to Sport England) and the
impact of manufacturers
introducing performance
running footwear, which is
also fashionable. We are
seeing more and more
performance running

footwear being worn on the
high street and for non-
sporting activities.

Younger
consumers
As we see participation
levels rise and
manufacturers launching
more fashionable running
product lines, it is
understandable that the
growth in 2013 in the
running category was driven
by younger consumers. In
particular, the demographic
group aged 14-24
experienced the strongest
growth of all. Another factor
influencing the growth of
the sport among younger
consumers could be the

relatively small financial
outlay required to go
running, as opposed to a
gym membership. 

Having said that, these
14 to 24 year old consumers
still want to look good while
wearing their running
footwear. When asked what
the main factor influencing
their purchase of a running
shoe was, number one was
“The product looks good”.
Retailers should be sensitive
to this demographic group
and make sure they are
meeting their needs. 

The second quarter
of the year is
traditionally the
most important
within the running

TOTAL RUNNING FOOTWEAR 2013 VS 2012 % VALUE GROWTH BY AGE SPLIT

Total Running

5.3

1.7

22.2

-2.1

6.3

-5.7
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RUNNING
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The NPD Group monitors the sales of sports footwear and apparel
in many countries around the world. For more information call the
NPD Group sports team on 01932 355580.

category, as manufacturers
release their new season’s
models in time for
spring/summer. As the UK
saw in the New Year, we
experienced some of the
wettest weather on record
in the first quarter of 2014.
With large parts of the
country still very much
soggy underfoot, it
remains to be seen if the
traditionally strong second
quarter of the year for 
the running category 
may be even bigger this
year, as runners put off
their purchases until the
waters subside and the
roads are cleared.

Reason to be
optimistic
Looking forward to
spring/summer and with
better weather hopefully
around the corner, the
running category may
continue to go from
strength to strength,
recording strong growth
within the context of a
sluggish economy that is
on the path to recovery. As
the burden on disposable
income is lifted and
consumer confidence is
restored, there is reason to
be optimistic about the
future of the category.

“The UK
running

footwear
market is

valued at £321
million”
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INCOME FOR 2013 STOOD AT AROUND £2.5 BILLION. FOURTH QUARTER SALES FELL 4.7
PER CENT TO £574 MILLION. 

Puma continued to streamline its business via its transformation and cost reduction programme in
2013, which saw the closure of six European warehouses and 73 stores, as well as its exit from rugby in
the northern hemisphere.

In addition, the brand is attempting to halt declining sales with the launch of its biggest media
campaign in 10 years this autumn.

“2013 has been a challenging year for Puma and there
is no doubt we have issues in terms of lack of brand

heat, commercial products and desirable distribution,”
Bjoern Gulden, Puma’s CEO, says.  

“Nonetheless, Puma is a great brand and with our
new brand positioning we have a clear vision of where
we want to go. Together with our great assets and
new creative agency, we will launch our new campaign
to consumers in Q3 2014, which is fuelled by Puma’s
biggest media investment in the last decade. 

“This is not a quick fix. 2014 marks the start of the
turnaround.”

WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

TWITTERING Sports Insight is now on Twitter. For the latest industry news, new product information and 
details of forward features and special advertising opportunities follow us @sportsinsightuk. 

10 www.sports-insight.co.uk

THE FIVE-YEAR PARTNERSHIP BEGINS
ON JUNE 1 AND INCLUDES THE
SUPPLY OF FOOTBALL KIT PLUS
TECHNICAL AND TRAINING PRODUCT
TO THE CLUB. UMBRO WILL ALSO
SPONSOR SOME OF EVERTON’S
GRASSROOTS PROGRAMMES.

“Everyone at the club is not only
delighted, but excited to be back wearing
the Umbro diamond next season,”
Everton manager Roberto Martinez says.

“I have been involved in a number
of discussions with Umbro over the
past few months in preparation for next
season and their approach to quality,
design and the technical aspects of the
product is unique and I have no doubt
it will help us to perform to our full
potential on the pitch.”

Everton first started wearing
Umbro kit in the 1970s.

Umbro and
Everton agree
kit deal

FAST FACTS
WINTER OLYMPICS
● 73 per cent of
respondents watched
some of the 2014 Sochi
Winter Olympics
coverage on TV.
● 52 per cent agree
there should be more
investment in winter
sports in the UK.
● 18 per cent of
respondents agree they
are more likely to try a
new winter sport as a
result of the 2014 Sochi
Winter Olympics.
●Among those who
have watched coverage
on TV in the UK, the
three most widely
watched Winter
Olympics sports were
curling (78 per cent),
bobsleigh (75 per cent)
and snowboarding (71
per cent).

SWIMMING
● 21 per cent of adults
(16-64-year-olds) in the
UK swim regularly,
making it the most
popular participation
sport in the UK. Source:
SMS INC SPORTS-iQ.
● Speedo is the number
one brand of equipment
amongst UK swimmers,
with 62 per cent
preferring to use the
British-based brand’s
equipment. Source: SMS
INC SPORTS-iQ.
● 56 per cent of UK
swimmers chose their
swimsuit based on its
comfort, feel and fit,
making this the
principal influence in
their purchasing
behaviour. 
SOURCE: SMS INC
SPORTS-iQ.

TRIATHLON
●During the swimming
leg of the ITU World
Final, over half of all
competitors used one
of three top wetsuit
brands (blueseventy,
Orca and 2XU). Source:
SMS INC Equipment
Census - 2013 ITU
World Grand Final.
●ASICS was the
number one shoe worn
by competitors during
the running stage of the
ITU World Final, with
Saucony, Brooks and
ASICS accounting for 48
per cent of all running
shoes worn. Source:
SMS INC Equipment
Census - 2013 ITU World
Grand Final.
Information provided by
SPORTS MARKETING
SURVEYS INC.SO
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“NOBODY
DIED.” 
FULHAM BOSS FELIX
‘MEDICINE BALL’
MAGATH DEFENDS
HIS PUNISHING
FITNESS REGIME. 
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ITS BIGGEST CONCESSION IN THE UK, OPENED ON MARCH
10, IS LOCATED ON THE FIFTH FLOOR OF THE FAMOUS
LUXURY DEPARTMENT STORE AND SET OVER 35 METRES. 

Stocked with ASICS’ full performance running collection, it
also features a 3D foot mapping system that combines static
and dynamic movement to find the correct shoes to match
an individual’s running style.

“We are extremely excited and privileged to be launching
an ASICS store in one of the most prestigious and iconic
department stores in the world,” Barry Mellis, managing
director of ASICS UK and Ireland, says. 

“As the demand for premium sportswear continues to
grow, this opportunity will allow us to deliver the best service
and brand experience in a first class retail environment.”

ASICS recently launched is latest advertising campaign.
The year-long TV, print, digital and point of sale

promotion focuses on the importance of technology and the
role of product innovation in inspiring, motivating and
enhancing the performance of everyday sports people. 

The ‘Better Your Best’ campaign will feature a Muscle
Support range TV advert, as well as a marathon and tennis
focus, the latter featuring ASICS’ global ambassadors Gaël
Monfils and Samantha Stosur. Triathlon and trail running
advertising is also planned.

BUSINESS PARTNERS JULIAN
MOOREHOUSE AND STEVE
BROOKS ARE THE NEW AGENTS
FOR KARHU RUNNING IN THE UK
AND IRELAND - AND THE PAIR SAY
THEY ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO
INTRODUCING THE BRAND’S
FULCRUM TECHNOLOGY TO NEW
AND EXPERIENCED RUNNERS ON
THESE SHORES. 

KARHU RELAUNCHES IN UK AND IRELAND

Send your stories to the
Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk 
or call 01273 748675.

INTERSPORT Q4 2014 SHOW 
March 26-27, Solihull

INTERSPORT Q1 2015 SHOW 
June 24-25, Solihull

STAG UK SUMMER BUYING SHOW
June 29-30, 
Four Pillars Hotel, Cotswold Water Park

DIARY DATES INTERSPORT Q2 2015 SHOW
September 24-25, Solihull

STAG UK WINTER BUYING SHOW
November 23-24, Four Pillars Hotel, Cotswold Water Park

ISPO BEIJING 2015
January 28-31, China National Convention Center

ISPO MUNICH 2015
February 5-8, New Munich Trade Fair

11www.sports-insight.co.uk

THE AMERICAN BRAND HAS OPENED ITS FIRST RETAIL SPACE
IN GLASGOW WITHIN THE FLAGSHIP STORE OF SCOTLAND’S
LARGEST AND OLDEST INDEPENDENT SPORTS OUTLET. 

To mark the occasion, it arranged for Kenny Dalglish,
Scotland’s most capped footballer (pictured), to visit the
store, where he signed autographs for customers and unveiled
the 550sq ft department to the Scottish media. 

“We don’t give up space in our stores easily, but Under Armour
is one of the most exciting brands out there at the moment and
this new department will be the benchmark for the brand in the
UK,” Sandy Greaves, managing director of Greaves Sports, says.   

“It’s the first Under Armour department of its kind in Scotland
and even trumps what the brand has done in Harrods, so it seems
appropriate for it to be opened by Kenny Dalglish, someone who
trumped the English a few times during his career.”

As news of Dalglish’s appearance spread on social media,
a queue formed the length of Glasgow’s Gordon Street as
people waited in the rain and snow to meet the Liverpool and
Scotland legend, who was voted by FourFourTwo magazine
readers as the greatest striker in post-war British football. 

Dalglish says: “Greaves Sports is a wonderful old Scottish
business, which has been around longer than me, so it’s nice
to see it still thriving in the world of modern retail. The new
Under Armour department is tremendous and will be a big hit
with customers.”

Kenny Dalglish launches
Under Armour department
at Greaves Sports

ASICS OPENS
HARRODS
CONCESSION

According to Karhu, independent
research shows its Fulcrum technology
causes runners to bounce 1.3cm per
step less than when wearing other
running shoes. 

Brooks and Moorehouse have 
both represented Great Britain and
Northern Ireland in the past and each
have more than 25 years’ experience 
in the sports industry.  

Among the UK’s top 10 fastest half
marathon runners of all time, Brooks has
previously worked for Brooks, Mizuno
and Ronhill.

Moorehouse is a former Great Britain
and Northern Ireland track, road and
cross country representative. He was
sponsored by and worked in promotions
for Fila and later managed promotions
for Mizuno in the UK and Ireland.
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1. ADIDAS
is scheduled to open two
HomeCourt outlets in Bluewater
in Kent and Harrods in London
in the spring. The brand says its
new retail concept “brings the
spirit of sport to retail”.

2. MIZUNO 
has agreed a three-year deal
with three-time world triathlon
champion Javier Gómez Noya
of Spain. It will cover all Noya’s
running shoe and running
training apparel requirements.

THE 2,565 EXHIBITORS FROM 51 COUNTRIES BROKE THE 2013 RECORD BY 84. 

80,000 visitors visited the four-day show, 66 per cent of whom came from
abroad, mainly from Italy, Austria, Switzerland, France and Great Britain, although
ISPO confirmed an increase in visitors from the USA and Russia.

“The atmosphere at ISPO MUNICH 2014 was very good,” Klaus Dittrich,
chairman of the management of event organiser Messe Munchen, says. “All
relevant statistics are extremely positive and once again confirm our role as the
leading international platform for the entire sports business.”

Visitors expressed a positive opinion about the show, with nearly 75 per cent
rating it as ‘excellent to very good’. 24 per cent gave the event a ‘good’ rating.

The Federation of Sports
and Play Associations hosted
the UK Pavilion in hall B4 and
supported 36 UK companies
with UKTI grants. 

“The feedback from the
majority of UK exhibitors
was that the show had been
good for them and many
new contacts had been
made,” Jane Montgomery,
managing director of FSPA,
told Sports Insight.

Record exhibitor levels
at ISPO MUNICH 2014

THE IDEAS PUBLISHED IN A REPORT CALLED
THE ROAD TO REFORM, THE BRITISH RETAIL
CONSORTIUM SAYS, COULD ENSURE
CUSTOMERS CONTINUE TO BENEFIT FROM
COMPETITION, PROVIDE INCENTIVES FOR
RETAILERS TO INVEST IN PROPERTY,
SUPPORT THE REGENERATION OF THE HIGH
STREET AND CREATE MORE JOBS TO ADD
TO THE THREE MILLION PEOPLE ALREADY
EMPLOYED IN THE INDUSTRY.

The options, put forward by the trade association
for the UK retail industry in consultation with BRC
members and Ernst&Young, are:

● Shifting the basis for taxing property by
replacing the current system with a tax based
on other measures, for example, energy usage.
● Rewarding employment by delivering a
discount to the business rates bill based on a
given value per employee, capped at an
overall proportion of a company’s rates bill.
● Supporting successful businesses by
providing a discount to the business rates bill
based on a percentage of corporation tax
payment, capped at an overall proportion of a
company’s rates bill.
● Modernising the existing system by introducing
a simplified, banded revaluation system, with
revaluations on a more regular basis.

“We have a once in a generation chance to
fundamentally change the business rates
system and the time is right to think creatively
and in the best long term economic interests of
the UK,” Helen Dickinson, director general of
the BRC, says. 

“These potential options would be good for
the public, the economy and businesses small
and large, while still providing significant tax
revenues for the government. We now intend to
analyse each one in more detail and very much
hope we will stimulate discussion that goes
beyond tinkering with the existing system.”

John Rogers, Sainsbury’s chief financial
officer, who chaired the group leading the
project for the BRC, described the current
rates system as cumbersome and outdated,
adding: “We believe we can do better for
business and for taxpayers and these options
represent tangible progress in the debate on
what reform could look like if we think about
retail in the future, rather than the past.”

BRC REVEALS
BUSINESS
RATES REFORM
OPTIONS

ENGLANDSTORE.COM WILL HELP
THE FA PROMOTE ENGLAND’S
PRESENCE AT THIS SUMMER’S
WORLD CUP, AS WELL AS SELL
OFFICIAL TOURNAMENT
MERCHANDISE. WEMBLEY
STADIUM MEMORABILIA AND
TOUR TICKETS CAN ALSO BE
PURCHASED FROM THE SITE. 

“As Cybertill is cloud based, it
means there is a single product
database,” Mike Pink, head of retail
at the FA and Wembley, explains.
“This means our websites have real-
time stock levels, so customers can
shop with confidence knowing that
products are available. 

“The Cybertill system was the best
fit, as it is so flexible. It also allows us

to manage online and the store at
Wembley Stadium as one. We have
linked the point of sale system to the
ecommerce sites, so we are able to
pick stock from the warehouse or, if
required, the shop floor.”

Part of the requirement for the
new online store was that it
recognises the 15,000 members of
the official England Fan Club, who
receive special discount pricing on
the site. 

“We are extremely pleased to be
working with the FA and Wembley on
their ecommerce sites,” Ian
Tomlinson, Cybertill CEO and founder,
says. “This investment means they
have a multichannel retail system in
place, which will simplify managing
their retail division.”
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UHLSPORT UNDERSTANDS

HOW PASSIONATE PEOPLE

ARE ABOUT FOOTBALL

KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP

UHLSPORT
UHLSPORT UNDERSTANDS HOW PASSIONATE PEOPLE ARE
ABOUT FOOTBALL - DURING WORLD CUP’S THESE
EMOTIONS ARE INTENSIFIED. 

The I gLOVE uhlsport t-shirt is the company’s way of capturing
the emotions of the tournament in Brazil. The t-shirt’s vibrant
cyan/fluo yellow colours can be found across uhlsport’s entire
World Cup range and reflect the vibrancy of Brazil. Available from
XXXS-XXXL, including XXS/XS. Trade price: £7.75. RRP: £14.99.

With soft fluorescent yellow latex palms, the Eliminator Soft is
one glove out of six that’s available in uhlsport’s World Cup
2014 range. The name and colours represent what will be on
show in Brazil - as the tournament reaches the knockout stages,
uhlsport says it only seemed right to call its range Eliminator. 

The Eliminator Soft has an RRP of £24.99 (trade price: £12.90).
Available in sizes 5- 11, including half sizes.

For further information email sales@uhlsportuk.com 
or call 08448 849861

Local sales representatives:
London and South East: Bob Ludlam. Tel: 07973 394004.
South West and Wales: Michael Morgan. Tel: 07973 802986.
North and Midlands: Daniel Hume. Tel: 07960 013475.
Scotland: Eric Muir. Tel: 07940 598779.
All Ireland: Brian Hutchinson. Tel: 07595 543835.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

REUSCH
UPDATED FOR 2014, THE REUSCH WAORANI PRO G2 IS
PROVING TO BE A POPULAR GLOVE WITH GOALKEEPERS
PLAYING AT ALL LEVELS.

It has already been seen this season in the Champions
League, Premier League and through the leagues down into
amateur football. Retailing at £70 and featuring Reusch’s best
latex in terms of grip, the Waorani Pro G2 has been widely
praised for its comfort, fit and match winning performances.
This style is also likely to be worn by many keepers at the
forthcoming World Cup, including Julio Cesar, the national
goalkeeper of Brazil.

For further information contact
Bob Fidler at Reusch UK.
Tel: 0161 439 4383
Email: reuschuk@btinternet.com
Twitter: @ReuschUK
Facebook: Reusch UK

THE REUSCH WAORANI

PRO G2 IS PROVING TO

BE A POPULAR GLOVE

WITH GOALKEEPERS

PLAYING AT ALL LEVELS
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MCDAVID 8831 RECOVERY
COMPRESSION SOCKS
THESE SOCKS USE A TECHNOLOGY CALLED TARGETED
COMPRESSION, WHICH INCREASES BLOOD CIRCULATION,
PROVIDING YOUR SURROUNDING MUSCLES WITH A MORE
COMPLETE RECOVERY WITH FASTER RESULTS. 

The McDavid 8831 also feature Smartcel technology, which is a
highly sensitive fibre with the essential trace element of zinc.
This unique, chemical free property is antibacterial and helps
maintain healthy skin and minimise odour. 

Perfect for before, during and after training, they’re available in
five different sizes that fit UK shoe sizes 3.5-13 and in black or
white. Trade price: £21.25. RRP: £39.95.

The McDavid 8200 cross compression short has exclusive
technology that warms and stabilises muscles by mimicking
taping methods used by athletic trainers, adding support to
hamstrings and quads. 

The hDc moisture management technology regulates your body
temperature, thanks to optimal moisture transportation and

increased ventilation. Available in white or black from sizes S-
XXL. Trade price: £19.95. RRP: £37.95.

For more information contact your local sales agent:
Eric Muir: Scotland. Tel: 07940 598779.

Brian Hutchinson: All Ireland. Tel: 07595 543835.
Daniel Hume: North and Midlands. Tel: 07960 013475.
Michael Morgan: Wales and South West. Tel: 07973 802986.
Richard Morris: London and South East. Tel: 07778 159180.

TROLLEY DASH

1. PHIL ‘THE POWER’ TAYLOR DARTS. TARGET SPORT. 01279 410155
2. DIET FUEL. USN. WWW.USN.CO.UK. 0845 1800 556
3. MAC IN A SAC. TARGETDRY. JOHNNY.BREEN@TARGETDRY.COM

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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GOFIT’S ENDURING

VISION IS TO GET THE

RIGHT PRODUCT,

TOGETHER WITH THE

BEST TRAINING, INTO

THE HANDS OF

PEOPLE READY TO

MAKE A CHANGE

GOFIT, THE LEADING MANUFACTURER
OF WORLD CLASS FITNESS SOLUTIONS

IN THE USA, IS COMING TO THE UK
GOFIT OFFERS A TOTAL HOME FITNESS SOLUTION, WITH GEAR 

AND TRAINING DESIGNED TO GET REAL RESULTS FOR REAL 
PEOPLE. FOUNDED IN 1999, GOFIT SET OUT TO INTEGRATE 

QUALITY FITNESS PRODUCTS WITH PROFESSIONAL TRAINING. 
GOFIT QUICKLY DEVELOPED INTO A TOP FITNESS MANUFACTURER 

AND INDUSTRY LEADER. 

Its focus remains on combining superior, innovative products with 
world class, instructional content from top experts in fitness, nutrition,

health and wellness. GoFit targets a fit lifestyle with a full range of
products for core training, weight resistance, muscle pain management,

yoga and sports performance.

GoFit’s enduring vision is to get the right product, together with the best
training, into the hands of people ready to make a change. To create a

dramatic, positive impact, so they can go fit through life.

GoFit is in its 15th year, with product sold worldwide - including over
4000-plus stores in the United States and the rest of the world.

For more information contact mark@gofit.net

1 2 3
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GET IN ON
THE ACTION
AT JAKABEL
IT’S TIME FOR FUN IN
THE SUN AND WHERE
SAFER THAN WITH
JAKABEL?

Jakabel specialises in sun protection for children and 
adults aged 0-90. Check out the new UV50+ long 
sleeved tops and capped sleeved swimsuits, plus new 
leggings and shorts for adults.

Delivery 2-3 days all year round with no minimums.

For more information call 020 8715 2385
or email info@jakabel.com

SPALDING 
The Spalding TF 1000 Legacy is a top level match ball that’s
part of the institutional ball range. The newly designed
exclusive ZK material with advanced moisture management
control is engineered for high calibre indoor play. The soft
carcass and deep channel design gives this ball a softer feel
and improved grip. This FIBA approved ball comes in three
sizes - 7, 6 and 5 for men, women and children. Trade price:
£33.50. RRP: £64.99.

The Spalding TF 50 is an entry level ball within the institutional
range and is great for recreational play. Designed for outdoor
play, the rubber content provides great grip, allowing for
better ball handling and playing characteristics. Spalding’s
rigorous standards for material strength and abrasion
resistance have not been spared for this ball. Trade price:
£5.30. RRP: £9.99.

For further information email sales@uhlsportuk.com
or call 08448 849861.

Local sales representatives:
London and South East: Bob Ludlam. Tel: 07973 394004.
South West and Wales: Michael Morgan. Tel: 07973 802986.
North and Midlands: Daniel Hume. Tel: 07960 013475.
Scotland: Eric Muir. Tel: 07940 598779.
All Ireland: Brian Hutchinson. Tel: 07595 543835.

JAKABEL SPECIALISES

IN SUN PROTECTION

FOR CHILDREN AND

ADULTS AGED 0-90

KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP www.sportindustry.biz

Sponsored by
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1. ROCKTAPE. WWW.LIVE-ON-THE-EDGE.COM. 0131 344 4730
2. LINEOUT SUPPORT. MARANGORUGBY@BTINTERNET.COM
3. JAKABEL. 020 8715 2385. INFO@JAKABEL.COM
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TIGERTURF UK
TIGERTURF UK IS PART OF A WORLDWIDE

ORGANISATION SPECIALISING IN THE
MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY OF

ARTIFICIAL TURF FOR THE SPORT AND
LANDSCAPE MARKET. 

With over 30 years’ experience devoted to
providing quality assured products, TigerTurf

is active through its distribution network in
more than 35 countries across Europe, the

Middle East, Asia, Africa, the USA, Australia
and New Zealand.

It has invested in skilled workers and state of
the art technology to ensure quality

engineered artificial turf is delivered to
customers every time.

The company’s landscape range replicates the
varied tones, shapes and soft feel of individual
blades of grass, making it the most realistic on

the market. With sports products, TigerTurf
strives to deliver the most dynamic, innovative

range of high performance engineered surfaces
for football, rugby, hockey and multisports use.

For more information call 01299 253 966,
email UKmarketing@tigerturf.com 

or visit www.tigerturf.com

DIVE INTO
SUMMER 
WITH ARENA

ARENA’S SS14
COLLECTION IS 
NOW AVAILABLE 
FOR DELIVERY.

Bright, bold all-over prints
dominate in Arena’s
chlorine resistant Max Life
R fabric, the revolutionary
swimsuit made to last
that’s designed to provide
long-lasting comfort and
performance.

It’s a state of the art suit that moulds to the body, allowing the
best freedom of movement, resists abrasions and pilling, feels
smooth to the touch and offers excellent UV protection.

For additional information and new account applications 
call Solosports Brands UK on 01539 622322.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

IT’S A STATE OF THE ART SUIT

THAT MOULDS TO THE BODY

1 2 3
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GOLA ATIVO DIAMOND 
TOUCH FOOTBALL BOOT
Launching for autumn/winter 2014 is the Gola Ativo Diamond
Touch football boot, suitable for 3G and 4G surfaces. 

The unique attributes of this innovative Gola style push the
design boundaries of this product category. A state of the art,
flexible skin with control zones to enhance performance offers
incredible touch on the ball. Plus the removable, breathable air
mesh in-socks, with a glove-like fit, can also be hand washed.  

The Diamond Touch boot is available in junior UK sizes 2-6
and men’s sizes 7-12.

For further information call Jacobson Group on 
01706 212 512 or email sales@jacobsongroup.co.uk 

CURREXSOLE UK TO SPONSOR
EMMA PALLANT, THE BRITISH
TRIATHLON SUPER SERIES
CHAMPION 2013
IT’S FUNNY HOW THINGS TURN OUT. A CONVERSATION
ABOUT CURREXSOLE’S DYNAMIC ARCH TECHNOLOGY
GUIDING THE FOOT RATHER THAN BLOCKING IT
CONVERTED EMMA PALLANT (PICTURED), A HIGHLY
SCEPTICAL PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE, INTO A BELIEVER. 

She explains: “After knee surgery in 2012, I swapped competing
in cross country and working as a physiotherapist for life as a
professional triathlete. As a runner, I thought that niggling pains
were just part of life, but Michelle Dillon - my super coach -
didn’t agree and went about rebuilding my running technique. 

“She also suggested I try currexSole insoles. As a
physiotherapist, I was sceptical, but the currexSole concept
was fresh. They don’t talk about alignment - it’s all about
guiding the foot and reducing excessive movement. I gave
them a go and now I won’t run without them. I’m maintaining 
a higher mileage and pace and so far I’m injury free.”

To find out why you should stock currexSole call
Mar-Systems on 01344 623883 or visit www.currexsole.com

KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP www.sportindustry.biz

Sponsored by

I GAVE THEM A GO AND NOW
I WON’T RUN WITHOUT THEM.
I’M MAINTAINING A HIGHER
MILEAGE AND PACE AND SO

FAR I’M INJURY FREE
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USN
SPORTS NUTRITION IS NOW BECOMING MORE

MAINSTREAM. 

USN Ultimate Sports Nutrition has become
renowned for its leading edge and innovative

developments in the industry, providing products
for all types of fitness and health related goals. 

Currently stocked in Argos, Sainsbury’s, Tesco,
DW Sports, Costco, Alliance Pharmacy, GNC and

many more.

For more information or trade enquiries call
0845 1800 556 or visit www.usn.co.uk

USN ULTIMATE SPORTS

NUTRITION HAS

BECOME RENOWNED

FOR ITS LEADING

EDGE AND INNOVATIVE

DEVELOPMENTS IN

THE INDUSTRY

In a bright, appealing palette of
colours, Mac in a Sac also features
sleek styling, a convenient sack
and superb point of sale stand.

Most importantly, however, Mac in
a Sac offers a great combination of
substance and style. It combines
high performance waterproofing
(5,000mm) and breathability
(5,000gsm), fully taped seams,
three-piece hood, reflective safety
piping and rear venting.

Sales of Mac in a Sac in 2013 were
well over 250,000 garments. The
brand is distributed in over 30
countries - extensively through
Europe and into Asia, Africa,
Australasia and North America. In
the British Isles Mac in a Sac is
available in many hundreds of well
known retailers.

Target Dry is actively looking for new
stockists in all areas. Healthy margins
and reassuring stock back-up mean

THE MAC IN A SAC CLASSIC
JACKET HAS BEEN AROUND
SINCE THE MID-1990S. NOW IN
ITS FOURTH EVOLUTION AND
THE BEST KNOWN BRAND OF
TARGET DRY, MAC IN A SAC IS
THE BEST PERFORMING
PACKAWAY IN ITS CLASS.

1 3

THE BEST PERFORMING PACKAWAY IN ITS CLASS

1. CURREXSOLE ACTIVEPRO INSOLES. WWW.CURREXSOLE.COM
2. ARTIFICIAL TURF. WWW.TIGERTURF.COM. 01299 253 966 
3. WOMEN’S TRAIL CARGO TANK. RONHILL

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

it is a profitable product that
performs year on year.

For more information on 
how to become a stockist 
call 028 90 790 588 or email
johnny.breen@targetdry.com
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uhlsport World Cup Range

" Brazil 2014"

I gLove T-Shirt
Art. 100 2115 01
RRP £ 14,99

Eliminator Goalkeeper bag
Art. 100 4234 02
RRP £ 12,99

Mini Goalkeeper key rings
Art. 100 000901 0577

Eliminator World Cup range
AVAILABLE NOW!

The range consists of six Eliminator gloves with various styles such as Rollfi ngers, HN‘s, Absoltugrip, and more ranging from £14.99 - £99.99 RRP

For further inquires please contact us at sales@uhlsportuk.com or call 08448 849861.
Local sales representatives:

London and South East - Bob Ludlam - 07973 394004 | South West and Wales - Michael Morgan - 07973 802986
North and Midlands - Daniel Hume - 07960 013475 | Scotland - Eric Muir - 07940 598779

All Ireland - Brian Hutchinson - 07595 543835
@UhlsportUK  www.facebook.com/Uhlsport.UK youtube.com/uhlsportTV uhlsport.com

uhlsport Advert Sports Insight_UK_210x297_RZ.indd   1 21.02.14   16:18



Fred O’Neill, sales and brand manager for KTR Enterprises in Ireland,
gives us the inside track on some of the companies he represents

Podium
On the

Can you give us 
some background 
on your brands?
Based in Dublin, KTR Enterprises
represents a wide variety of quality and
household name brands such as Icon
Health & Fitness, Ronhill, Hilly, Eastpak,
Optimum, Cabin Zero, Six Nations and
SpiderTech, to name a few. 

Specifically, I look after Prince, The
Mad Group, Unicorn, Contigo and adidas
boxing. All of these brands have great
recognition in their respective fields.

Who are the 
ranges aimed at?
Consumers who participate in sport who
want products that have proven quality,
as well as effective and optimum
performance. Anyone who plays sport
wants to be confident and have an edge
in their performance. The products we sell
deliver these key factors.

Key features and benefits
With Prince, the tradition has always been
game changing technology. For example,
the brand’s O3 and EXO3 is racquet
technology that no other brand has. ESP,
Prince’s new technology, delivers
significant extra spin. Tried and tested by
coaches and players, the reaction to it so
far has been very positive.

adidas boxing
products include ClimaCool
and I-Protech, which enhance their
quality and performance, while Contigo’s
leak-proof and spill-proof water bottles
are a good example of a product that is
simple, effective and practical. In addition,
The Mad Group’s range of fitness
products always have an added value
feature and are made to a high quality
specification.

How are they marketed?
Both Prince and Unicorn have top level
players using their products. Players and
athletes endorsing and promoting
brands always help with the
credibility factor. Contigo has a
very proactive and positive PR
strategy. While Contigo has
targeted the sports and outdoors
sector, lifestyle and celebrity PR
has raised its profile significantly
over the last two years. The Mad
Group is very active and
supportive of trade shows, both
locally and internationally

Why do you think 
they sell so well?
Consumers recognise household and
great brands, but this will only get you
so far. The key to success when it
comes to sales is the retailer’s belief
in and support of the brand. If the

retailer is behind the brand, this
confidence and enthusiasm is transferred
to the consumer and is a critical factor in
them choosing it. Strong and long
established relationships between the
supplier and retailer can also help.

What’s the most 
effective way a retailer 
can market the ranges?

Effective and clear presentation.
Solid POS grabs the customer’s

attention and highlights the
brand. It also gives the store
credibility with passing trade
when they see the right
brands in the right store. 

For example, Contigo has a
great display unit. It holds
plenty of stock, allowing

retailers to display a variety of
colours, while its built-in video

screen highlights the effectiveness
of the product’s anti-leak technology.

With Prince racquets, retailers can
offer demo products to the

prospective buyer, which allows them to
experience the game changing
technology of the racquets.

For more information call +353 86
2670144 or email fred@fitnessworld.ie

“The key to success
when it comes to

sales is the retailer’s
belief in and support

of the brand”
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When did you 
get into the 
sports trade?
My life has been
dominated by sport.
Representing my
school at swimming,

football, cricket, tennis and squash, I
think my career path chose itself. At 13 I
took up squash. Playing for a Leeds club,
I reached Yorkshire League level and
continued to play for 35 years. 

My first job was working for Leeds City
Council Leisure Services, processing weekly
takings sheets from local sports centres.
Meeting the centre managers convinced me
office life was not
for me, so I qualified
as a swim instructor
and began to work
poolside. Within a
year I was a
supervisor and nine
months later
became Leeds City
Council’s youngest
ever assistant sports
centre manager. But
work soon made
me aware I needed
a change, so I
looked at sales, but
was unable to
secure a position
with a sports
company due to
lack of experience. 

However, selling car service kits,
kitchen fittings and computer software
helped me gain enough experience to
generate interest from Alastair Woodhead
and Arena Swimwear. After a period of
time, Head offered me a job selling their
products. I spent the next nine years of my
life there. I left to set up my own business
running a racquet specialist shop. This I
did until I was approached by Solosports
Brands to sell Prince products. A desire to
return to the road meant I accepted the
role. Soon after, Solosports acquired the
distributorship for Arena swimwear and
asked me to become brand manager.

Who’s been the biggest
influence on your career?
Firstly, a man called Neil Littlewood,
deputy manager of Fearnville Sports
Centre in Leeds. He proved instrumental

in convincing me my future was in
sports, offering me my first position and
overseeing my qualifications as a
swimming instructor and tennis coach.

Second was Alastair Woodhead. He
gave me my first big break selling Arena
swimwear. It is no easy task breaking
into sporting goods sales without a track
record, but Alastair saw something and
set my path. 

Third, and most important, is Digby
Gunson, owner of Solosports. Putting 
his trust in me to have responsibility for
sales was a gamble and, as the
relationship has matured, I hope he sees 
it as a good decision. The one person
outside work who has a huge influence 

needs. Arena is a brand that constantly
looks to the future to accommodate them.
Customer service is key, along with the
correct blend of products, and the
partnership between Solosports and
Arena provides what the market wants.
However, we cannot get complacent, so
we are constantly improving and learning.

How big a deal was it for the
brand to be appointed official
supplier of aquatic wear to the
England team for this summer’s
Commonwealth Games?
It is impossible to evaluate the impact.
Five years ago Arena was almost unheard

of in the UK, but is
now a key player.
Although
worldwide it is the
second largest
swimwear brand, it
had always
suffered in the UK.
One reason for this
is the dominance
of Speedo. For
Arena to be named
as a supplier to
England is
monumental and
the effect cannot
be underestimated.
Solosports will
strive to take full
advantage of any
opportunities that

arises from the partnership.

What affect will the brand’s
acquisition by private equity
firm Copvis have on the future
direction of the company?
Arena is committed to the development of
swim products. It has gained its position in
the market through its work ethic and a
change of ownership will not steer the
company off its intended course. 

During my time with Solosports,
Arena has changed hands twice, each
time with noticeable benefits. New
owners bring stability and investment
and are a positive influence to future
developments and range upgrades.
Everything is in place to continue the
outstanding growth Arena has
experienced in the UK and there are no
reasons to believe things will change. 

Front
Runners

Richard Townsend, sales manager at Solosports
Brands, distributor of Arena products in the UK

on my is my wife, as she puts up with 
my travelling and is always there to give
advice when needed.

What other brands do you
admire?
I admire specialist brands that stick to
their dream. They fight their place under
huge pressure from the likes of Nike and
adidas and provide something unique. 
To me that needs to be applauded
because without them the sporting 
world would not evolve.

How has business been over
the last 12 months?
As a result of technology-led product
such as the Carbon Pro and the upsurge
of interest after London 2012, sales took a
healthy leap forward. Swimming is a huge
participation sport and has many different

For information about Arena call Solosports Brands UK on 01539 622322.
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Insider
The

How long has
The Triathlon
Shop been 
open?
Jon and Holly
Burrage opened for
business in 2011. Jon
had been competing
as a triathlete for
over 10 years and
also has a
background in bike
retail management,
while Holly is a
qualified accountant.
There was a clear
opening in the
market for a shop
that served all three
disciplines of
triathlon, not just in
the south west, but
in the UK in general.

How does
specialising 
in triathlon
help trade?
The beauty of specialising in triathlon is
that we can cater for swimmers, cyclists
and runners, as well as triathletes. It
means the customer base potential is
pretty wide and versatile. Triathlon also
lends itself very well to beginners
because they don’t have to use triathlete
specific gear, which otherwise might 
put off first timers by giving them 
the impression the entry cost to the
sport is high. 

How has trade been 
since you opened?
Since we opened business has been very
good - the levels of stock we need to hold
have gone through the roof. This, paired
with the growing interest and
participation in the sports - upwards of
20 per cent per year - has meant we’ve
had to move to a bigger store near the
centre of Bristol. 

Which are your best 
selling brands?
Felt for bikes and apparel, adidas for
running and Orca for swimming and
wetsuits. All of them offer incredible value
for money and great products across all
of their ranges, from entry level to elite. 

Which products sell well 
at point of sale?
Elastic or self locking laces. Beginners
come in and want to dabble in the sports
first, but they haven’t worked out what
they might need. All they’re thinking
about is that they’ve got to complete a
gruelling race - they haven’t thought
about getting their shoes on and off. 

The Triathlon Shop store manager Chris Newman gives
us the lowdown on his three years in the business 

is something the
internet can not
replicate. All our staff
members are keen
participants of either
triathlons or 
the sports within,
meaning a customer
is likely to have not
only shopped with 
us, but also raced
alongside us at a local
or national event.

How do you
find out about
new products?
We keep our ear to
the ground by going
to trade shows, as
well as consulting
with reps from each
of our brands to
learn about new
products. We pick
the brands and
products we have
experience with and

also the most confidence in. This means that
when we come to sell them we can inform
our customers to a greater level.

What’s the worst thing 
about the business?
At a push I'd say it’s the internet -
although that’s changing. When we first
started, people assumed we’d be
expensive and the internet would be much
cheaper, but  that assumption is changing.
We do cost a bit extra, but we offer so
much more. Our bikes come with a lifetime
service package, which you can’t get on
the internet, and we offer gait analysis for
runners, for which there’s a charge, but
again it can’t be offered online. 

People are also starting to work out
that good value doesn’t necessarily mean
cheaper. We know which products are the
best for beginners and the best for the
most experienced. We ensure we sell
people the right products. Then they’ll
come back for more.

And the best?
Being surrounded by like-minded people
who are passionate about what they do.
As cliched as it sounds, it’s an interest, a
hobby and a lifestyle, as well as a job. It
makes getting out of bed in the morning
pretty easy to do.

“People are
starting to work

out that good value
doesn’t necessarily

mean cheaper”

Who are your competitors?
How do you compete?
Our biggest competitor is the internet. To
keep on top of it, we run an online store,
though this acts as more of a catalogue to
our bricks and mortar shop. Online is a very
price driven, fickle marketplace. The Triathlon
Shop offers a high level of service and a much
wider, hands-on knowledge of products that
customers can tap into face to face. 
This, combined with competitive pricing, 
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he world of rugby would
never be quite the same
again when Mad Dog called
it a day. For 16 seasons we
had watched the tall blonde

figure of Lewis Moody MBE hurl himself
at opponents with apparent disregard for
his life and limbs, the bravest - and
maddest - openside flanker England has
ever produced.

But the human body - even a super fit
one - can only take so much and Moody
decided it had had enough two years ago
this month when a serious shoulder injury
refused to clear up. At 33, the England,
Leicester and Bath star, who had hoped
to have at least two more seasons in top
class rugby, sat down with his wife Annie
and decided to blow the final whistle on a
career that had made him an
unforgettable sporting hero.

Knowledge
“Rugby has been my life since I was five,”
he said at the time. “It’s scary to imagine
what it will be like without it, but I’m
looking forward to the new opportunities
and adventures which will come my way. I
have a love for rugby that will never
disappear and I want to give something
back to the game and impart knowledge
that the guys might find useful.” 

Two years on, he’s doing just that.
Apart from a busy career that involves

business and media interests, sports
management and leadership and
motivational courses, Moody has just
launched Mad Dog Sport, providing
bespoke coaching for school and club
rugby teams. 

Coaches deal with different aspects of
the game. “I can’t really teach kicking, for
instance,” he admits. “We have someone
who specialises in that.”

Moody won 71 England caps as well
as the 2003 World Cup. He captained
England 11 times and won five Lions caps,
two Six Nations medals and seven
Premiership titles. It’s hard to equate 
this approachable, likeable guy with 
the near suicidal figure, scourge of a
generation of outside-halves, who 
was out to win at all costs.

But as Moody explains: “I wanted to
win more than anything and the way I
could benefit my teammates was by
throwing myself into everything as often
and as ferociously as I could. I did all those
tackles, all that throwing myself on the
floor, because I loved feeling I was
contributing to the cause.

“I felt that if I didn’t deliver week after
week I was not supporting the team and
that if you don’t leave the pitch feeling 
sore and battered, you haven’t given
enough of yourself.”

No one ever doubted that. “He will be
remembered as someone who never gave

T

28 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

Tony James meets the man they call ‘Mad Dog’

less than 100 per cent and had complete
disregard for his own physical well-being,”
former England team-mate Martin Johnson
says. “When I look back at playing alongside
Lewis, it always brings a smile to my face.”

Everyone remembers the moment in
Sydney in 2003 when Jonny Wilkinson’s
drop goal won England the World Cup. 
But who gathered the final lineout to set
up the drive that led to that epic kick?
Moody, of course.

“People always ask about that World
Cup victory but, strangely, losing to South
Africa in the 2007 final holds a lot of happy
memories, too,” Moody says. “In 2003 we
were favourites and won every game, but
2007 was very different. We were far from
favourites, didn’t have any consistency and
the first three weeks of the tournament
were some of the worst of my career.

“Then we sat down, worked out ways of
being better and changed the course of the
tournament. We nearly beat South Africa in
the final against all the odds and, in fact,
came within a blade of grass from doing it.”

Full-blooded
Nowadays, when coaching young players
does Moody advocate what could be
called his full-blooded approach to the
game? “No, because although rugby is a
contact sport, it’s certainly not just about
that,” he explains. “You have to be more
clever than your opponent. You will

LewisMoody
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UNITED 
FOR COLITIS 

Join Lewis Moody and Manchester United’s Darren
Fletcher on March 27 at Old Trafford for a special fund-
raising dinner and entertainment event for the charity
Crohn’s and Colitis UK, which will be attended by Sir
Alex Ferguson and United stars including Wayne
Rooney and Rio Ferdinand.

Moody and Fletcher will also take part in a Q&A
session to discuss their battles with illness and how it
has affected their careers.

The charity was set up to increase awareness of the
illnesses and raise money for research. For more
information about the United For Colitis dinner and how
to book, plus other fund-raising events, visit
www.unitedforcolitis.co.uk

develop more strength and weight as
you get older, but for kids it’s first and
foremost learning to be quicker and
more skilful.

“I enjoy coaching youngsters in
schools and it’s great to still be part of the
game I’ve known all my life - I was playing
mini rugby when I was five.”

After becoming the star of the team
at Oakham public school, Moody joined
Leicester Tigers at 18.
He stayed at Leicester
until 2010, when he
moved to Bath, and
prepared for post-
rugby life with a
degree in business
administration from De
Montfort University.

Moody admits that
during the last few
years of his career injuries and a relentless
playing schedule were beginning to take
their toll. “It was an effort to drag yourself
out of bed with aches and pains,
particularly in the shoulders, but it’s
amazing how quickly the body recovers
and now I’m beginning to feel normal for
the first time in years,” he says.

“The great thing is I’m seeing so much
more of my wife and children and living a

proper family life for the first time since I
was a teenager. At the same time I’m able
to keep in touch with the game and
particularly to help and advise youngsters
coming into the sport.”

Nor has he completely walked away
from the rugby pitch. He has played in a
testimonial match for fellow Leicester icon
Louis Deacon, turned out for Lions Legends
against Wallaby Legends and recently

played a Golden Oldies
match, where he found
himself being tackled
surprisingly robustly by a
70 year old.

“I loved being back in
the mix, but I did get
frustrated and that
second game showed
that physically my body is
well past it now,” Moody

says. “It made me realise one important
thing - I’m actually past playing rugby.
However much I miss it and love it, my body
just won’t do what I want it to any more.”

In fact, his standard of fitness is still far
beyond any normal 35-year-old. He has
run an Arctic ultramarathon and taken a
group of youngsters climbing on the lower
slopes of Everest

“That was a wonderful experience, just

showing kids from all backgrounds what
you can achieve if you put your mind to
it,” Moody says.

Has rugby changed since he retired?
“It’s now absolutely a young man’s game
and there are less and less of the old guys
of 32 and 33 around,” Moody explains. “I
love the way England are playing  - it’s
their team now and they’re not constrained
by history and don’t have any hang-ups
about being compared with us in 2003.

“They are creating something special.
It may not happen this year or even next,
but the future is really exciting.”

Spectator
How does he feel about being a spectator
of the game he dominated for so long?
“Every game I watch until the day I die, I will
wish I was out there,” Moody says. “But now
I have a lot of other exciting things in my life.
I see a lot more of my family and still keep in
touch with rugby through coaching. There is
life after rugby - and it’s great.”

“I’ll never look back and say I wish I’d
tried a bit harder. I achieved as much as I
possibly could have done. That said, I don’t
think I appreciated just how much I would
miss playing the game.”

Or, two years on, just how much rugby
fans would still miss him.

“Every game 
I watch until 

the day I die, I
will wish I was

out there”

MY SPORTING LIFE

For more information about Mad Dog Sport’s bespoke coaching visit www.maddogsport.com
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Sports Insight spoke to Wayne Edy, founder of UK brand inov-8, just after the company
celebrated a decade in business and it posted its 10th successive year of record sales
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What made you decide 
to launch a company/product
into an already crowded,
highly competitive market 
in 2003?
I knew the mountain and fell running
market was crying out for innovation.
There was only one brand in that
space and athletes had told me their
needs were not being served. I
listened to what they wanted and
gave them a shoe with best grip and
high levels of proprioception. 

Within five years we made inov-8
the dominant force in the market. 
We have continually expanded our
off-road range and now have 25
different shoes in that category,
offering choice for whatever terrain 
an athlete runs on. We did similar in
the US in 2009 when we brought
innovation to another niche market -
functional fitness. Our F-Lite and
Fastlift shoes are now the choice of
committed functional fitness athletes
not only in the US, but also across 
the whole world.

How did you go about
launching your first product?
I had one shoe, the Mudroc 290, and I
approached the one key retailer I
knew I had to have on board to
succeed. Working closely together, we
attended mountain and fell running
races across the UK. I filled my pick-
up truck with shoeboxes and sold the
Mudroc 290 to athletes craving
something different, something
unique. It was grass roots stuff, but it
worked really well. I also put the shoe
on the feet of top athletes. As the
international wins rolled in, the
interest in the brand rocketed.

How do you differentiate
yourself from the
competition?
We recently defined our company
culture, which proved very interesting.
All brands say teamwork and integrity
is key. And while I feel the team has
both in abundance, what makes us
different is that nurtured into our
company culture is a focus on the
committed athlete and a relentless
desire to innovate. 

We design and manufacture
product for athletes who push their
bodies to the limit seven days a week,
52 weeks a year. We are not a

shared goals and the relationship
continues to be a very strong one.

What have been your 
high points, low points 
and milestones during 
the past 10 years?
The low point is an easy one. That
was when my favourite shoe, the F-
Lite, failed to sell in numbers after its
2009 launch. We delivered what
athletes had asked for - a lightweight
mountain running flat with amazing
grip. Any other brand would have
dropped a shoe with such poor sales
and, yes, we came close to doing so,
but I loved that product so much and
held my belief in it. Just a year later a
new community of functional fitness
athletes discovered the F-Lite. They
took it to their hearts and sales
soared. Suddenly we had a whole
new business for the brand. 

We as a team haven’t looked 
back since and there have been any
number of high points. Last year three
of our shoes - the F-Lite in a single
colour, Fastlift and X-Talon 
212 - all recorded over $1 million in
sales, while we won a trio of 2014 ISPO
awards across all three of our off-road
ranges - footwear, apparel and packs.

What are the growth 
areas for your business?
We only launched it last year, but
already our off-road apparel range is
storming ahead. It’s now a fifth of our
order book for next season. Across
the water in the US, functional fitness
has driven the business in the last
four years and it is becoming massive
in Europe too. The initial signs are
that the functional fitness apparel
range we are bringing to market this
year will be as big as the off-road.
The team also has one or two more
innovations up their sleeve, as no
doubt you will see later in the year.

How do you see the next 
10 years panning out?
In business, one thing you can be
certain of is uncertainty, so we are
not complacent about the fantastic
rates of growth we have seen over
the last 10 years. However, all
indications are that we will continue
to see rapid growth, as long as we
continue to innovate and stay true to
our core values.

specialist brand for the mass market.
This allows us to innovate, where
other brands dare not. Look at the
Fastlift shoe we launched last year. It
is the most flexible, versatile
weightlifting shoe of its kind - and
already a global hit. Our focus is so
sharp that the team is able to act
with agility too. The Fastlift is less
than a year old and already the team
is preparing to launch a second
generation model at the 2014
CrossFit Games. I can’t say too much
about it just yet, but it has the most
amazing lacing system and the fit will
be phenomenal.

Your former colleague 
Alan Feigenbaum taught 
you not to be corporate. 
Can you describe your
management style?
I have a lot to thank Alan for 
because, above all, he taught me 
how to manage risk. And yes, I took 
a lot of risks in building the brand, 
but what I always had was Alan’s
teachings and total faith in the
product. As the business has grown,
we have allowed young talent to
flourish. We encourage creativity, 
flair and even mistakes - that’s how
people learn and, in the end, deliver
better results. The team shares my
passion, commitment and, most
importantly, my vision.

“As the
international

wins rolled in, the
interest in the

brand rocketed”
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INTERVIEW

How’s the relationship with
ISIS Equity Partners going?
We chose ISIS from a list of 10
potential suitors when we looked for
investment in the brand. And the
reasons we chose them are as true
today as the day they made the
investment. ISIS has a fantastic track
record of working with entrepreneurs
and fast growing businesses. The
support and expertise they have been
able to deliver has been invaluable in
managing inov-8’s phenomenal
growth. We are on plan to deliver our
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don’t want to be a slave to the
increasingly complex and clever
technology of GPS time over distance
gadgets. It’s the arena for runners who
want to be challenged, but are looking to
keep it real and less competitive. 

Trail runners may have different goals
- endurance, challenges, travel and
adventure - rather than just a time on a
clock, although there are plenty of races if
they want that too. And the freedom of
the trail makes for a better all-round
sensory experience - from great sights to
the feel underfoot - and the perfect
antidote to the modern day workplace. 

The business of trail running is also
getting bigger, reflected in the number of
specialist trail running and outdoor fitness
magazines appearing on newsagents’
shelves alongside established titles, while
titles like Women’s Running have taken to
regularly devoting whole sections to trail.
In addition, trade shows such as The
Telegraph Outdoor Adventure & Travel

Show now feature
trail running
alongside traditional
outdoor sports 
such as climbing
and walking. 

Competition
When it comes to
gear, the stalwarts
of the trail, including
inov-8, Saucony,
Salomon, and
Merrell, now face
competition from
brands such as

Gore, Mizuno and ASICS.
Mizuno is launching four new trail shoes

in autumn/winter 2014, with a direct focus
on trail, as well as sponsoring the Endure 24
trail race, which takes place on June 28-29
in Aldermaston near Reading. ASICS is on
board too. The brand is the official shoe
and kit partner for the new Ultimate Trails
Challenge 100km, extending a partnership
with the Lakeland Trails series, while adidas
sponsors the Thunder Run at Catton Park
on July 26-27, which is already full.
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he definition of off-road
running is broadening. As
well as mud and obstacle
races, trail running
encompasses fell running and

cross country - both well established in the
running world - plus mountain running,
snowshoe races and mixed surface events. 

According to the American Trail
Running Association, which included all the
aforementioned in its definition of trail
running, this type of running is becoming
even more popular. In 2000 the organisation
revealed that 90,000 trail runners
participated in 450 events around the world.
By 2012 this number had escalated to
400,000 people competing in 2,702 events.

Trend
Another American study, the 2013 Outdoor
Participation Report, carried out by The
Outdoor Foundation, found the number of
people participating in trail running as a
pastime had risen
from 4.5 million to
more than six million
in the United States
alone between 2006
and 2012 - and this is
a trend that’s
reflected in the UK.
Training for and
taking part in off-
road triathlons and
biking events have
also boomed. 

What is it about
the trail that attracts
runners and has
created a business
that’s growing as quickly as the number of
runners who are going off piste? The 2009
book Born To Run by Chris McDougall has
been attributed as the catalyst for barefoot
running, but it’s arguable this was the book
that drove runners off the beaten track too,
the ‘run fast and free’ mantra of Caballo
Blanco, the now deceased, barefoot hippy
hero - who died on a trail run - still ringing
in their ears. 

Trail running is fantastic for runners
looking for an experience, for those who

T

Regular off-road runner Fiona Bugler reports on why trail
running is more popular then ever and rounds up the latest gear

“Trail running is
fantastic for
runners who

don’t want to be 
a slave to the

clever technology
of GPS time over

distance gadgets”

PATHTO
PROSPERITY
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TRAIL RUNNING

MIZUNO WAVE KAZAN
This is the nearest descendant to the best-selling
Wave Ascend, with the same ramp and height. It’s
an all-round performer that’s ideal for muddy trails.
For autumn/winter 2014, Mizuno has developed new
trail technology, XtaticRide, which allows for a more
natural movement for the runner’s feet. Mizuno is
also launching three other shoes for different types
of trail runner: Wave Kien (road to trail), Wave Mujin
(mountainous/rocky) and Wave Hayate (racer).

BROOKS CASCADIA 9
A favourite among trail runners and the general
runner, too. Cascadia is a great road to trail shoe
and fantastic for the occasional or experienced trail
runner (these shoes were tested in the Himalayas).
They’re comfortable enough to be road shoes, but
have everything you need for the trail, including
grip, durability and technology that keep your feet
dry and protected. An updated multidirectional lug
pattern gives confidence on hills and challenging
surfaces. Features include Brooks’ BioMoGo DNA,
the brand’s midsole cushioning system that adapts
as you move.

VIVOBAREFOOT
The brand famous for teaching running technique as
well as selling shoes has teamed up with trail
running star AJ Calitz, the athlete face of new launch
Trail Freak, an ultra-lightweight, breathable barefoot
shoe that replaces the Neo Trail and Breatho Trail.

GORE
This brand’s GORE-TEX material is perfect for
withstanding the extremes of wind and rain.
Products such as the Air Max Jacket protected me
from the vagaries of extreme temperatures and bad
weather when running at 12,000ft.

Gore has launched a specific range for trail and
endurance runners. Called X-Run Ultra, features
include a tight fit for faster and easier movement,
neon details for better visibility, asymmetric design
with no overlapping zippers and optimal ventilation.
It’s designed two systems for hot and cold
conditions with ultra and endurance athletes in
mind. Both the X-Run Ultra Cool Outfit System and
X-Run Ultra Hot Outfit System include first, mid and
outer layers and specific socks.

SEALSKINZ
These waterproof, breathable and windproof socks
feature a Merino wool lining for moisture control
and comfort. They feel odd at first because of the
waterproof lining, but keep feet bone dry, blister
free and comfortable, including during long runs
across mountainous terrain.

SealSkinz is a British company that’s been
established since 1914. This year at ISPO MUNICH it
announced a rebranding, with its Endurance
Accessories a reflection of the growing interest in
running off road. 

Product round-up
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he performance enhancing
gear, new for Spring/Summer
‘14, was developed at the
ASICS Research Institute of
Sports Science in Kobe, with

runners’ needs at the forefront of the design. 
The new collection features

strategically placed built-in compression
panels in key areas, including the back,
quads, calf and core, to support muscles
and improve posture, meaning you can
run and run. 

Zoned compression panels help to
reduce the impact on the body during
sport by stabilising the muscles. They
also improve performance by
encouraging a more efficient running
style through better posture and
increased core strength.  

Furthermore, the compression
technology helps promote healthy blood
circulation, allowing athletes to recover
more quickly. The range also ensures
sportspeople can train in the right way
and to full intensity, increasing
performance on race day. 

Motion Muscle Support is featured in
ASICS’ 2014 brand campaign, which aims
to motivate and inspire everyday
sportspeople to achieve their goals.

The multi-platform campaign marks
the first time the brand has launched a
VOD TV commercial which focuses on
performance enhancing apparel opposed
to its signature footwear offering. To
strengthen this theme, the campaign
highlights the importance technical
apparel plays in an athlete’s quest to
better their best.

The European campaign is part of a
global strategy and builds on the 2013
‘Journey of Improvement’ theme, which
was the brand’s most successful
campaign to date. 

The year-long activation will be
delivered across a range of above and
below-the-line platforms, including TV and
print advertisements, digital brand films,
point of sale and online engagement. 

For more information please contact
ASICS on info-uk@asics.com

T

ASICS’ innovative new Motion Muscle Support technology is
the ultimate apparel range designed to stabilise and support

runners’ muscles, allowing them to get more from their muscles

QWhat are the differences
between Motion Muscle Support

and the other compression apparel on
the market? 

AThe most important difference
between ASICS’ compression

apparel and other brands is that as
well all-over compression fabric, our
core technology items feature
strategically placed zoned
compression panels that support key
muscles and stabilize posture, allowing
athletes to achieve a more efficient
running style. The compression
technology helps promote healthy
blood circulation, allowing athletes to
recover more quickly. 

ASICS is the leader in the running
category and has brought its expertise
into Motion Muscle Support to ensure
runners are wearing the best apparel to
improve performance. 

QAm I likely to notice the difference
in my training straight away? 

AMotion Muscle Support targets
key muscle groups important in

running and helps the body cope with
the impact of running. A built-in Core
Balance compression belt helps
stabilize posture, helping you to
achieve a more efficient running style,
meaning sportspeople can get more
from their muscles. 

QWhen should I be wearing
Motion Muscle Support? 

AMotion Muscle Support gear
should form a key part of your

training. By helping you to recover
more quickly, the built-in Core
Balance compression belt will allow
you the freedom to follow your
training schedule, ensuring you train
better and become stronger. 

QIs Motion Muscle Support for
runners only? 

AMotion Muscle Support gear
offers all-over compression with

zoned panels to improve stability and
support. The technology is
transferable to anyone wishing to
improve performance in their sport.

RUNANDRUNWITH
NEWMOTIONMUSCLE
SUPPORTGEAR

FACTS ABOUT THEASICSMOTIONMUSCLE SUPPORT

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE NEW
MOTION MUSCLE SPPORT

The Motion Muscle Support collection includes the Inner Muscle ½ Zip Top, Inner
Muscle LS Top, Leg Balance Tight, Compression Socks and Calf Sleeves

The bestselling styles are the Leg Balance Tights for men and the Leg Balance
Knee Tights for women

Offering a snug and supported fit, the Motion Muscle Support collection is designed
using lightweight, breathable fabrics to ensure runners stay cool and look stylish

All the garments in the range provide a flattering silhouette. The best way to
convey this message is to encourage consumers to try on the product 
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RETAIL

Recent newspaper headlines screamed
‘Small sports shops face ruin as Nike and
adidas axe supply’, with criticism coming
from the likes of former Olympics Minister
Tessa Jowell and the media claiming that
sports shops would be forced to shut.

But is it really the case that the
independent UK sports retailer cannot
survive without these two goliaths? Or
when suppliers change the rules, does it
give retailers a reason to reflect on their
business and develop new and perhaps
more powerful sales strategies?

Forefront
Perhaps a good place to start is some 50
years ago, when the number of
independent sports retailers was measured
in the thousands, not the hundreds, and
when it was ex-footballers who were at the
forefront of the trade.

Just as today, there were the ‘must
have’ brands, but in those days it was the
likes of Slazenger, Dunlop, Gola and
Admiral. They too built their businesses on
the independent trade but, as the sports
multiple evolved, they also began to look at
the top tier of customers and cull those
smaller clients that were not commercially
viable. The brand strategy back then is
exactly the same as the one being
employed by adidas and Nike today.

To continue to see aggressive growth,
these brands must wrestle control back
from retail, as well as push their top global
customers harder. We all know the 80:20
rule - 80 per cent of business comes from
the top 20 per cent of customers - and if
brands apply this rule, inevitably it is the
larger sports retailer that gets the attention,
as it is here that the greatest percentage
growth can potentially be achieved. In
simple terms, it is easier to grow by gaining
one new listing in a retailer with 400 stores
than it is to get 400 stores to list one new
product.

Unfortunately this strategy is clearly to
the detriment of the sports independent.
However, there is a school of thought that
believes this scenario can create an
opportunity by forcing businesses to
examine their supplier base.

In recent years the development and
success of smaller sports brands has been
unprecedented. Look at the likes of inov-8,
Rapha and Fitness-Mad - brands that have
exploited niche areas and produced
products specifically targeted at a niche
end user. The result is that the brand
appeals, as it has been developed for you
and is not merely an extension of an
existing brand that has tweaked its
message to you.

It is the success and appeal of these
types of brands that perhaps can be the
future lifeblood of the sports independent.

Paul Sherratt looks at the impact on sports
retailers when brands change their supply criteria

Moving the goalposts

The independents that are performing well
in the current climate have either
specialised and/or are selling products with
a point of difference from the dominant
multiple retailers. The mix of mainstream
and niche brands has much more of a
focus towards the niche supplier and there
are additional advantages here. Firstly, by
their very nature niche brands tend to have
a smaller customer base and thus are
much more approachable when it comes
to taking on new retailers.

Recognising that they need to give 
the retailer an alternative to the
mainstream, they tend to offer more
attractive discount propositions and 
thus retailer margins are improved.
Additionally, since distribution is also more
limited, there is less retail price point
erosion - again leading to margin gains. In
addition, as the size of these suppliers
tends to be smaller, the niche and specialist
brands often offer better customer care
levels than their larger cousins.

Trends
An independent retailer with excellent links
to the local community can exploit word of
mouth gains by offering something new
and different. If you are in touch with the
market or the sport(s) you specialise in,
you can pick up trends, new brands and
products much earlier than the larger
sports retailers, bringing clear
advantages for your business.

With this latter point, independents
should not underestimate the power a
trade show has in helping with this process.
Likewise, always take an appointment with
a new brand - you never know where the
next big thing will come from that will
grow your business and the earlier you
see this the greater the benefit.

So let’s be clear. Of course, brands
such as adidas and Nike can be
important to any business in the
sports trade. However,
there are many
alternative
mainstream
and niche
brands that can
be combined to
provide a
compelling and
perhaps more
profitable
solution.

Look
closely at your
existing
supplier base

alongside your in-store product range and
see whether changes can be applied that
could be beneficial to your business.
Brands come and go over time. The most
successful retailers are those that recognise
their passing and continue to feed new and
exciting product and brand prospects
through their businesses to keep their
current and future customer base satisfied.

Is it really the case
that independent
sports retailers cannot
survive without a
brand like adidas?
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unless it addressed the decline in
participation levels. In 2005,
457,200 people played tennis at
least once a week. By 2013 that
was down to 406,000. 25 per cent
fewer adults played tennis in 2013
than in 2008. 

Last February former Wimbledon
semi-finalist Tim Henman, writing on
The Huffington Post website, said the
LTA needed to spend more money
on grass roots tennis. Pat Cash, who
won Wimbledon, has down the years
called the LTA everything from a joke
to a laughing stock and a disgrace.
“It’s shocking how little they’ve put
into people who can’t afford to be at
a lovely club,” he once said. In
December 2012 Baroness Billingham,
the Labour peer who chairs the All-
Party Tennis Group, said that the LTA
was simply “Useless”.

The LTA has now turned its
attention to the grass roots game.
Its new mission is to get more
people playing tennis more often.
And already this message is
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The LTA is focusing on tennis’ grass roots in order to get more
people playing the sport more often. Crispin Andrews reports

t’s one of British sport’s
most frequently asked
and most controversial
questions: are the
people who run British

tennis doing enough to get people
playing the sport? 

In the past the answer has always
been a resounding no, largely for
reasons including the elitist nature of
clubs, professional coaches charging
high prices for lessons and local
authorities closing park courts for
health and safety reasons. 

In the last few decades Spain,
France, Sweden and Germany have
produced professional tennis
champions. But while Serbs, Czechs,
Croats and Slovaks queued up to
play tennis, in Britain it seemed the
right pair of tennis shoes were more
important than talent when it came
to getting a game.

Funding threat
Last year Sport England told the
LTA that its funding would be cut

I
filtering down to organisations and
individuals involved in delivering
grass roots tennis. 

“I’ve just been to a meeting
where everyone was told the LTA’s
focus will be on grass roots,” Robby
Sukhdeo, a tennis coach who runs
a community café and tennis
programme in a public park in
London’s Haringey, says. Kevin
Baker from Portsmouth Tennis
Academy says the LTA are putting
a lot of effort in now, adding:
“They’re trying harder than ever to
have an impact on grass roots.” 

What is the LTA doing? Rob
Dearing, the organisation’s head of
participation, says the latest
programmes are based on research
into what those barriers are and
how to overcome them. “Our role as
a national governing body is to
create a national buzz for the sport,”
he says. “To encourage key partners,
parks, clubs, schools, coaches and
teachers to buy into that buzz.”

The Wimbledon championshipsB
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discounted rates and more locals than ever
are visiting the facilities to play tennis. 

Robby Sukhdeo is about to open a
second tennis café, in Tottenham, not far
from where the 2011 riots began. Every
week at his first cafe hundreds of people
have a hit on the courts, something to eat
and drink and a chat with friends on the
tables and chairs outside. 

“It’s a community venue with tennis at
its heart,” Sukhdeo says.

High expectations
Things are changing, but expectations are
high. In his Huffington Post column Tim
Henman reminded the LTA what Britain
expects. ‘All kids, no matter how rich or
poor, living in the inner city or in deep rural
locations, should have access to good
quality tennis courts and good coaching
from as early an age as possible,’ he wrote.

New broom it is then. As to whether
Michael Downey, the LTA’s new chief

executive (see panel), can
encourage enough people to swap
basketballs and footballs for tennis

racquets and sweep away over
100 years of elitist snobbery

quickly enough to keep
him in a job remains

to be seen. 

is part of the problem. Wonderful
tournament. World class event. So good,
in fact, that for many people the fortnight
is synonymous with British tennis. The LTA
is trying to tackle the ‘We do tennis in
June’ mentality by launching the Great
British Tennis Weekend, which was
unveiled last August. 

As part of the scheme, 39 park sites
put on free open days and anybody could
come along for a hit. The LTA gave the
sites promotional materials, advertised
the events through the media and its
county associations provided coaches for
the day. There are four events planned for
this year, the first on the weekend of May
17-18, and 750 venues have shown an
interest in staging an event.

Barriers to participation
“Booking courts was one of the barriers to
participation we found,” Dearing says. “30
years ago people might have been bothered
to phone up, phone back again if they
couldn’t get through to the right person or
drop into the club or park to sign up for a
game, but people are too busy these days.” 

The LTA’s online booking system
means a person can log on at any time,
which makes organising a game easier
and more convenient. 

To get more schoolchildren playing
tennis, LTA coaches are training primary
school teachers and handing out DVDs
that show teachers how to teach tennis
during PE lessons. 

British tennis has a reputation for being
formal to the point of stuffiness. Sports that
offer some sort of informal experience are
most successful in attracting large numbers
of people. People like to kick or throw a ball
around and opt in or out, as the mood takes
them. Tennis lends itself perfectly to this.
Unfortunately, the culture that has grown
up around the sport does not.
Membership fees, long-term
commitments, buying kit
and abiding by club
rules might become
an attractive
option once
you’re
hooked, but
they’re a
major

stumbling block to a person actually getting
hooked in the first place.  

The LTA hopes its schemes will give
people an opportunity to play tennis at
whatever level, and in whatever way, they
choose. But they can’t do this alone. “The
LTA can’t do everything - it’s about what
British tennis can do,” Dearing says.
“Everyone involved working together to
get more people playing.”

It’s already happening. The charity
Tennis For Free makes financial deals with
local authorities around the country to
open up parks to local people for free.
Langley Park Tennis Club in Kent is
managing four local authority park courts.
The scheme is self managing. Using a fob
key system and costing £12 a year, 8,000
people have used the courts.

After years of wrestling with the local
authority, Kevin Baker has got the Royal
Navy to fund upgrades to his Portsmouth
Tennis Academy. Navy personnel get

TENNIS
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ALL CHANGE
In 2013 two things happened to British tennis. Firstly, in July a British tennis player
won the Wimbledon men’s singles title for the first time since 1936. Then in
September the LTA appointed Michael Downey, a Canadian, as its new chief executive.

Downey was Tennis Canada’s president and CEO for nine years. Under him
tennis participation in Canada saw yearly increases of at least three per cent from
2008-2012, according to annual surveys done by Charlton Strategic Research Inc.

Over five million Canadians play tennis at least once a year, while recent
successes by Canada’s Davis Cup team and the likes of Milos Raonic, Vasek
Pospisil, Filip Peliwo and Eugenie Bouchard have helped bolster the sport’s
profile. Under Downey Tennis Canada launched introductory tennis initiatives, a
capital funding programme to help build more tennis facilities and an advertising
campaign with the slogan: ‘Not every kid in Canada wants to play hockey’.
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sprinters Asafa Powell and Sherone
Simpson blamed their positive tests at last
year’s national championships for the
stimulant oxilofrine on a range of new
nutritional supplements prescribed to them
by a physiotherapist.

Is negligence or confusion the root
cause of these tests that have been positive
due to alleged inadvertent ingesting of
banned substances?

“A combination of the two,” says Dr
Graeme Close, reader in sports nutrition and
exercise metabolism at Liverpool John
Moores University. “One out of every 10
supplements could fail you a drugs test -
not all say so on the label, but often on the
tub it says all that you need to know. It’s not
good enough for an athlete to say they
don’t understand what is on the label. They
should use a consultant or nutritionist. If
they get bad advice, then that’s inexcusable.

“The only other way a failure can occur is
by contamination, which could be airborne.
Some companies ensure their products are
made in factories not containing any
substances that could contaminate.”

If there is a risk, do these supplements
need to be taken? The anti-doping
authorities advise athletes to steer clear,
arguing that an appropriate diet is the
foundation on which high level performance
should be built, not just pills and potions.
Close says supplements are not the be all
and end all, just an added bonus.

Convenient
“Protein powder is convenient, but you
could get the same effect by eating 
eggs in the morning,” he explains. “So
much improvement can be made by
getting athletes onto a better diet. 
These supplements are just the final 
piece of the pie.”

Close, a former professional rugby
league player who is a nutrition consultant

to many sporting organisations, including
British Cycling, UK Sport, British Rowing,
Munster Rugby, rugby league referees and
individual athletes, says reducing risk is
vital if a sports person wants to avoid
picking up a ban by mistake.

“The Informed-Sport register contains
all the products that have been batch
tested,” he explains. “There is no absolute
guarantee, but by using Informed-Sport
checked substances an athlete can prove
he or she has taken every precaution
possible to avoid failing a drugs test. The
message is: never buy off the shelf. By
doing that you are taking a huge risk and
playing Russian roulette with your career.”

Close adds: “The rules do need to be
there. Ephedrine, for instance, can
improve performance but can have
cardiovascular effects. The anti-doping
tests are there to protect the athlete. If
they were not there, products dangerous
to health would be taken and athletes
would be killing themselves.”

The Informed-Sport programme,
operated by HFL Sport Science, was
established in 2008 and draws on a wide
range of information, including raw
materials used, label claims, nutritional
labelling and contaminant testing. Before
entering the pre-released testing phase,
each batch of each product needs to go
through pre-registration testing. 

Terence O’Rorke, business sector
manager at HFL Sport Science, explains:
“As part of the registration process, the
product owners have to submit five
samples for analysis - three samples 
from one batch and one sample from
two other batches.

“This pre-registration testing is another
layer of risk assessment, as it gives us a
historic perspective of the product. If we
were to find any contamination in these
five pre-registration batches, it would alert
us to the fact that current batches may
also be exposed to similar contamination.”

“Pre-released testing is a risk
assessment programme for products we
have developed in cooperation with UK
Anti-Doping, who ensured the system was
fit for purpose with rigorous testing that
met their standards.”

A sample of the product is tested
against the WADA list and, if it passes,
the company can release to market with
the Informed-Sport rubber stamp. Each
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ome athletes have claimed
that positive drugs tests
have been caused by sports
supplements, rather than the
deliberate use of banned

products. You would need to have a
degree in chemistry or nutrition to have a
chance of understanding the background
of some of the ingredients in certain
supplements, but ignorance is no excuse
in the eyes of the anti-doping authorities.

Some supplements have been found to
be contaminated with low levels of
substances that are prohibited by the World
Anti-Doping Agency. In addition, a total of
44 per cent of UK Anti-Doping’s positive
tests in the 2012 testing year were caused
by prohibited substances in supplements,
which indicates the scale of the problem.

Responsibility
WADA says athletes have a responsibility
for what they put in their bodies, but could
they be aided by the industry they fund in
the search for that vital edge over rivals in
high level competition? Could sports
supplements manufacturers do more to
prevent their customers getting into
trouble by improving awareness of what
should not be taken?      

The scenario has been with us for many
years. In 2004 Greg Rusedski was cleared
of a doping offence following a positive test
for the anabolic steroid nandrolone. His
successful appeal centred on the case of
the Czech Republic tennis player Bohdan
Ulihrach and six other unnamed players,
who were cleared of a similar offence the
year before. They were exonerated when
the Association of Tennis Professionals
admitted it may have been inadvertently
responsible for handing out contaminated
supplements via electrolyte tablets given to
the players by the organisation’s trainers.

Fast forward 10 years and Jamaican

S

Dietary supplements are all the rage, but successive drugs
scandals in sport have seen athletes point the finger at

apparently benign products, claiming they have caused
them to fall foul of anti-doping regulations. What is the

industry doing to combat this? Adrian Hill reports

KEEP TAKING THE
TABLETS?
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batch needs to be tested in 
a painstaking process.

“Companies have different
products to achieve different
goals, such as protein
supplement or muscle
building and, just as tins of
baked beans are not
produced all in one go,
batches are created at
different times and each
batch needs to be
tested,” O’Rorke says.

The testing
process can take
between a week and
a couple of months,
depending on the
nature of the
product and
whether
previous
batches have
been tested.

O’Rorke adds:
“It’s impossible to
include every
substance on the WADA
list, as some are related to
the analysis of urine and blood
from humans. The anti-doping
authorities don’t advise athletes to
take supplements but, in providing this
list, if an athlete can prove they took a
substance which had been tested, they can get
their ban reduced from two years to a warning.”

From a manufacturer’s point of view, Steve
Simbler, head of the sports division at Synergy
Biologics, says he is happy with the Informed-
Sport system, which tests his company’s products. 

“If athletes take just Informed-Sport registered
supplements, they should be reasonably safe,
Simbler says. “It’s when they go outside that list
that there could be issues. The biggest problem
within the supplements industry is contract
manufacturing. One manufacturer can
produce different brands at the same factory
and there is a danger of cross-
contamination, which only needs to be
microscopic to fall foul of the anti-doping
tests. The Informed-Sport system would pick
this up, but often these products are not put
through the HFL testing process.”

Clean
O’Rorke, who worked for WADA for three
years, is clear that athletes should take
every care to make sure they are
consuming tested products:
“Supplements are a combination of food
and pharmaceuticals. There is no
mandatory regulation of the sports
nutrition industry - it’s voluntary. The
advice is that if you want to use these
products make sure they are clean.”

Simbler agrees and adds that athletes
should not necessarily rely on advice
before taking supplements. “I think they
should take their own responsibility by
checking out the global drug reference
tool - globaldro.com - as well as the
Informed-Sport list.”

“The biggest
problem within

the supplements
industry is

contract
manufacturing”
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oes watching people
networking at a
business event
frustrate you? It
annoys me because

I’m not good at it. So I talked to
specialist trainers who demonstrated that
it’s a learnable skill and it’s the people who
are planned and organised who get results. 

Is it really that important? Business
network specialist Smarter Networking
surveyed over 600 trainees across all types
and sizes of business in 2009, asking four
questions: how important is networking to
your business? How confident are you? How
willing are you? And do you have a
networking strategy? Replies were rated 1-
low and 10-high. The average rating for
importance was nine, confidence five and
willingness six, while 75 per cent of people
do not have a networking strategy.

People buy from people
So everyone felt networking is extremely
important, but most felt they couldn’t do it
well and, critically, didn’t have a plan in place
to make it work. Yet the phrase ‘people buy
from people’ remains as true as ever and
personal contacts are vital to long-term
business relationships.

The reason why networking works is
simple - people want to do business with
those whom they like and trust and you
don’t learn to trust someone until you know
them. 

A key issue to recognise is the difference
between networking and selling. The experts
agree that the purpose of networking is to
make contacts and enhance relationships
with people, with the aim of them
subsequently becoming customers. What
you do not do is sell when you’re
networking. It’s not such an easy distinction
to make because there are common
elements - good networking involves asking
questions, listening,
finding common ground
and establishing mutual
trust. It also involves
talking more about the
other party than
yourself.

To network better
review your existing
contacts and distinguish
between ‘decision makers’, ‘influencers’ and
‘introducers’. Have a database system that
helps you stay in touch with key contacts.
In an ideal world your contacts list will be
sufficient to achieve your targeted results.
But you may need or want more.

Finding more of the right contacts looks
like the toughest part of the process, but it
isn’t. You have a number of routes to
explore. Ask existing contacts where they
network. Even if they don’t see what they’re
doing as networking, they can tell you

where they meet their peers. Find out the
details of important membership
organisations, join them and go to their
events. However, be careful you don’t
spread yourself too thinly.

This is where a lot of people hit the
buffers. They get to an event with no idea
what to talk about. Determined not to sell,
they end up silent. A good route is to admit
you’re a beginner and ask whether people
find it beneficial. Do they enjoy it and have
they got any tips? People like giving advice.
Moving on, aim to be Mr or Ms Helpful by
sharing your contacts. This is a giving
process. You need to believe that what you
give, you will get back.

Overcoming fear
Why do so many people who are
personable and worldly find networking a
strain? The answer is a fear of the unknown,
fear of rejection and fear of failure. Owning
up to those fears is a good start. The
chances are most other people in the room
share at least one of them.

So what is the game plan? A piece of
advice that came back consistently was to
aim for a few good contacts, not a pocketful
of business cards. A good practice is to plan
to make contact with three individuals at an
event, as it will ensure you are giving an
appropriate amount of time to each person.

Don’t be a business snob. Too many
people aim to talk only to board directors
“because they are decision makers”.
That’s the confusion between selling and
networking showing through again. The
reality is that plenty of important

decisions relevant to
the selling process are
taken far lower on the
totem pole - who to
invite to tender is a
case in point. Your
contacts within a
business can, as above,
include ‘influencers’
and ‘introducers’ who

will enable you to gain access to the
decision maker in due time. Moreover, in
my experience these people will tell you a
lot more than the decision maker.

That said, one of the opportunities
presented by networking is to ask for an
introduction to an individual. The event
organiser should be happy to do this. In all
probability the person in question will be a
heavy hitter, so you’d better have done your
homework and have a convincing reason for
wanting the introduction. 

Fortunately, such individuals are high
profile - they’ve written books and
newspaper articles and been quoted in the
press and on TV, which means you start
with an insight to their views. 

“I read your comments in The Times
about retail sales training and I wanted to
ask you how I persuade my managing
director to invest in it.” Which CEO isn’t
going to give you a few minutes after that?

Classic errors
There are a number of classic errors people
make when networking. They flit round a
room being gregarious, but failing to
establish personal contact. Also, companies
send people to events who are not suited to
networking, while some people approach
each event the same way when each will, in
fact, be different. 

Don’t be a bull in a china shop. The
man - it usually is - who joins a group by
making a big statement and proceeds to
dominate the conversation will rapidly find
himself on his own. A tip from Tina Lamb
at communications company Impact
Factory is to aim to speak for no more
than 30 seconds at a time. 

Lamb also recommends thinking and
acting like a host. If you’re the one in a
group drawing people out of themselves
and involving them, you’ll rapidly establish a
good reputation. 

Don’t start with your business card. The
person who tries to foist their business card
on you before they’ve said hello is one of
the commonest pet hates of networkers. It’s
also silly - the person could be a competitor
rather than a potential customer. The one
exception is if you have a name that’s hard
to pronounce. 

Don’t expect a rapid payback. Contacts
made via networking will take as long as a
year to develop into new business and
potentially far longer. Don’t just collect a
pocketful of business cards and send your
brochure to them expecting a result.
Likewise, don’t leave those business cards in
your desk drawer - get the details onto your
database and follow them up.

Use Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
However, don’t fall into the trap of believing
they are a substitute for face to face
meetings. Everyone I spoke to said the
same - you can’t develop a valuable
personal relationship with someone without
meeting them. You might establish initial
contact, common interest or reinvigorate a
relationship via social media, but for it to
work you’ve got to press the flesh. 

“Aim for a few
good contacts,

not a pocketful of
business cards”
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Being able to network successfully is a learnable
skill that could prove extremely profitable for

your business, Paul Clapham says

D

Makin
onnections
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FOOTBALL

Louise Ramsay reports on what product football brands are
promoting during the run-up to this summer’s World Cup
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he recent decision by
Nike and adidas to
introduce a minimum
spend of £25,000 has
meant many smaller

retailers are no longer able to stock
Nike and adidas kit. 

This means that, unlike larger
retailers and chains, many
independents will be unable to
capitalise on spin-off Nike and
adidas sales as a result of this
summer’s World Cup. There is
however a range of other excellent
football brands out there, as
evidenced by our pick of the crop.

Warrior Football
Headquartered in Michigan, USA,
Warrior Sports was founded in 1992
by former champion lacrosse player
David Morrow. The company
entered the market in 2012 with the
set up of a central hub in the UK
and a sponsorship
deal with Liverpool
FC. Up until now it
has released three
different boot
families - Gambler
(the control boot),
Skreamer (the
power boot) and
Superheat (the
speed boot). 

Warrior has just
given its Gambler
range a makeover
with the launch of 
a new blue
colourway, while the Gambler Pro
white/yellow was first worn this
month by Manchester United’s
midfielder and Warrior ambassador
Marouane Fellaini against Liverpool. 

Designed to optimise control and
distribution, the Gambler Pro is
powered by a range of high
performance technologies and
features. A specially crafted Ace
Plate on the boot’s instep aids a

T
player’s ability to make accurate
passes, while the High Roller rotator
zone helps with accuracy. In
addition, the embossed Outsider
zone, located on the boot’s outer tip,
aims to ensure quick draw precision. 

A striking Tech Mesh outer makes
for high on-pitch visibility. Lightweight
and supple yet still hardwearing, the
mesh covers a welded Safe House
foot cage to provide form and
protection. A no-stitch Royal Flush
inner makes for a seamless fit, while
the Lay-Off offset lacing system
amplifies the Gambler Pro’s fit and
feel. Suitable for all playing surfaces,
the Gambler Pro is configured in two
sole plate options - a Full House
hybrid stud and blade outsole for
mixed ground acceleration and a
Loaded Deck 17 blade outsole for firm
ground comfort. 

Warrior’s Skreamer range has
been recently relaunched in a mirage

grey/black/green
colourway. Its sleek
one piece S-Lite
microfibre upper is
enhanced with
micro injection
moulding and
rebound technology,
while an Arrowhead
Forefoot Vamp
gives players an
edge in power and
ball control. 

Its Arrow Bed
Insole promotes
optimal circulation

under the foot while heightening
tactile sensitivity, strengthened by
the boot’s lightweight Thorax Exo-
Skeleton cage that protects and
shields the mid-foot during play. 

Engineered with a seamless
internal construction system, the
Skreamer Pro prevents abrasions. In
addition, a slash-proof Heel Shield
provides players with extra support,
while the Carbon X-Bow shank

enables good acceleration. Supported
by a tough P-BX outsole to ensure
stability at high speeds, the boot is
completed with a Deep Lace system
for exceptional fit and feel.

Mizuno Morella Neo N4
Mizuno football boots have a good
pedigree. Some of the greatest
footballing talents - including the likes
of Rivaldo and Gianfranco Zola - have
reached the pinnacle of their careers
wearing the brand’s boots. 

The Morelia Neo N4 is Mizuno’s
lightest leather football boot and is
available in a new colourway, which
will be released just prior to the
World Cup in Brazil. For comfort and
lightness, the boot benefits from a
kangaroo leather upper, suede
leather collar and breathable suede
tongue, while the Graded Pebax sole
allows for flexibility in the forefoot.
The midfoot and heel are made from
a firmer material that maximises
comfort, stability and support. 

Available in either a moulded sole or
mixed soft ground/hard ground stud
configuration, slightly angled studs on
the outside of the boot give a player a
more stable stance. 

Puma evoPOWER
According to Puma, the evoPOWER
optimises kicking power and
accuracy and is inspired by the
natural power of barefoot kicking. It’s
worn by, among others, Cesc
Fàbregas, Marco Reus, Mario Balotelli,
Yaya Touré, Nemanja Vidić and Dante. 

Studies show that a bare foot
generates a more powerful kick than
a booted one, as a result of non-
restricted flexibility. However, players
experience a loss of accuracy and
control over the ball due to the
natural contours of the foot. 

evoPOWER features the Gradual
Stability Frame, an innovative spine
in the sole plate that allows the boot
to bend both ways, enabling its
movement to be as close as possible
to the biomechanics of the bare foot
and replicate its natural power. This
is further enhanced through the
Adap-Lite upper that only stretches
vertically. Control and accuracy are

Beautiful game
samba beat

"Studies show
that a bare foot

generates a more
powerful kick
than a booted

one, as a result of
non-restricted

flexibility"
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improved via an AccuFoam insert
located on the upper that, upon
impact, creates a smooth and flat
kicking surface. 

Concave Quantum1
Football boot brands are always
looking for ways to improve shooting
power and accuracy and Concave’s
approach is intriguing - the boot
naturally complements the convex
shape of a football, creating a ‘cup’
for it. 

Made from k leather and
microfibre, the Quantum1
incorporates Concave’s latest
patented technology. The outsole is a
lightweight two-part injected TPU
with a minimal external heel counter
contributing to additional stability
and comfort, while the sole plate
features a seven stud screw-in
configuration system with the studs
carefully positioned to avoid pressure
on the key points of the foot. 

All the five-a-side leagues will play
with a Mitre football, which has been
designed specifically for Lucozade
Powerleague, while a range of joint
initiatives have been planned,
including a national tournament that
culminates in a final at the Wembley
Lucozade Powerleague centre.

Chirag Patel, vice president of
product and marketing at Mitre, says:
“We have ambitious plans for the
brand in the UK and Ireland and are
excited about the new exclusive
designs we have created. 

“The Lucozade Powerleague
centres attract over 560,000 visitors
each month in 46 locations. Small-
sided football is one of the fastest
growing forms of the game and as
the UK’s leading provider they offer
top class facilities and a well
organised league structure. Their
goals are very closely aligned with
our own, which is why this new
partnership is important to us.”

MITRE AGREES
THREE-YEAR
LUCOZADE
POWERLEAGUE
PARTNERSHIP
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here are now over 10 million people in the UK
aged over 65, with the number predicted to
nearly double in the next 30 years - and by 2015
a third of consumers will be over the age of 55.

Improved health and hygiene mean the retired
can expect to live a longer and fuller life than ever before. In
addition, the baby boomers - the generation born just after
the Second World War - are particularly active and self
indulgent consumers. They live in relative financial comfort and
have the time and will to spend their money.

Important
According to a recent survey by market research company
Verdict Retail, older shoppers will increasingly become an
important demographic to retailers, particularly online, where the
over-55 age group will be the fastest grossing demographic.

This change in consumer trend is being reflected in the
fashion industry, where increasingly older models are included

in marketing campaigns. Jacky O’Shaughnessy, the latest
face of American Apparel, is 62, while Vivienne

Westwood’s 2013/14 campaign features 60-year-old
musician Leslie Winer and a 70-year-old Catherine
Deneuve fronts the latest Louis Vuitton campaign.

The ageing population means that, like any other
market, sports retail will also see an increase in consumers.
But while the older people are, generally the less sport

they do, fitness in older adults is being seen increasingly
as a tool to good health. One of the problems of an

ageing population is the challenge it will present to
the NHS, but staying active can reduce the risk of
serious, debilitating conditions. No wonder then

that in 2011 the chief medical officers from the
four home countries published activity
guidelines for the first time in the UK
specifically for adults over 65.

So while those in later in life are less likely
to be playing football and rugby, the trend will

be for physical exercise to increase. However, even before the
guidelines were issued, statistics released by the British Heart
Foundation show that between 1998 and 2008 the number
of older men and women living in England meeting the

recommendations for overall levels
of participation in physical activity

had already increased, with the largest
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The UK’s population is ageing.
But while this will bring new

challenges, it will also increase
the number of consumers in

older age groups. Louise
Ramsay investigates

how this will affect
sports retailers
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increases in the oldest groups - for
instance, those aged 65-74  (from
eight per cent to 20 per cent).

Sport England figures also show a
steady rise in participation in the most
popular sports for older adults. These
include walking, swimming, bowls,
going to the gym and fitness classes.
Cycling has seen a statistically
significant increase in the numbers of
people getting on their bikes both once
a month and once a week. In fact, the
biggest group of cyclists is now those
aged between 45 and 64 years old.

Attitude
But do sports brands need to adapt
their products to the ageing
population? Cathy McGinnis,
marketing manager at ASICS UK and
Ireland, doesn’t think age is important
when it comes to sports products. 

“It’s more about attitude than how
old someone is - and ensuring people
have the right products for the sport
they want to do and the level they’re
at,” she says.  

Chris Newman, store manager at
The Triathlon Shop in Bristol, concurs:
“Many more older adults are coming
into triathlon, in part because
swimming and cycling have less
impact on the joints, but also because
of its increase in popularity generally. 

“The sport offers lots of different
categories for people of different ages
to race in - for instance, there are vets
and super vets races and even races for
the over-eighties. People competing at
that age might not make their fastest
times, but they can still do well. 

“In terms of what people buy, age
doesn’t really make any difference. It’s
more to do with how the product
functions - though very broadly
speaking, an older person does tend to
appreciate a more padded short to
increase comfort. In terms of
marketing, I don’t see that brands
would benefit from targeting older
adults either.”

But brands are not certain the

ageing market is so irrelevant - and are
making a determined effort to tune
into it. Zoggs UK marketing and PR
manager David Annand says:
“Swimwear is the most age specific of
all our products. We develop a
particular capsule within each of our
seasonal ranges that directly targets
the 55-plus consumer with specific
colours, patterns and swimsuit shapes.
We’re very aware that today’s ageing
consumer is not the same as the
ageing consumer 20 years ago -
they’re more active
and youthful.

“The majority of
older adults are
swimming for fitness,
well being and weight
loss reasons, rather
than competitively.
Having said that, the
average age of a UK
triathlete is around 40
years of age, 30 per
cent of whom are
professionals, so have
a high disposable
income spend. We
pride ourselves on our range of
groundbreaking technology
swimming goggles and last year
successfully launched a top of the
range £50 Predator Flex Reactor
goggle with the triathlon/open water
swim market in mind.

“The 55-plus consumer is
definitely concerned about quality
and would rather pay for a swimsuit
with chlorine resistance that fits well
and lasts longer than your average
Lycra swimsuit. In terms of style, this
age group prefers brighter colours
and strong patterns.”

To reflect this, the Zoggs AW14
collection features pinks, blues and
purples, in addition to the usual plain
black and navy. In terms of shapes, the
company has introduced more scoop
back swimsuits - the brand’s most
popular shape with the 55-plus age
group - which are easier to change

into. Zoggs has also launched more low
and medium leg heights across both its
seasonal and core ranges. In addition,
it’s included more features on its
swimsuits such as shelf bras, tummy
control panels and adjustable straps.

“The retailer needs to understand
the 55-plus consumer and market to
them specifically,” Annand says. “This
really is a great opportunity for both
brands and retailers, as recent research
suggests the ageing population will
transform not only the face, but the

role the high street plays
in society. Over the next
10 years two thirds of all
retail spending growth
will come from those
aged 55 and over.”

Emerging
Does that mean sports
brands are foolish to
ignore the emerging
ageing market?
Certainly, a learning
curve awaits those who
do rise to the challenge.
Firstly, because of the

negative connotations of old age,
brands will have to tread carefully in
being associated with those in later life,
but also because the 50-plus age
group is so diverse, with a
correspondingly wide range of wants
and needs - the image of an old
person sitting in an arm chair with a
rug over their knees is long gone.

Older consumers are also more
rational and less influenced by
fashion, and certainly don’t like to be
talked down to. “It’s vital to remember
that this consumer does not want to
feel patronised or dictated to by
marketing,” Annand says. And even
Zoggs uses younger, if realistic
looking, models to market its
products. But how much more
challenging can marketing to the
older consumer get than swimwear?
Zoggs shows it can be done, but only
time will tell if others will follow suit.

IN SEASON
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“Over the next
10 years two
thirds of all

retail spending
growth will
come from

those aged 55
and over”
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RUGBY
OPTIMUM
VELOCITY 
FOR 2014 
NOW IN ITS THIRD

SEASON, THE
OPTIMUM VELOCITY

RANGE HAS GONE
FROM STRENGTH TO

STRENGTH, GROWING
IN POPULARITY AS A

RESULT OF ITS
DURABILITY, QUALITY,

VALUE FOR MONEY
AND STYLE.   

The new Velocity range
for 2014 features a

brand new colourway in
the tops and

coordinating colours 
in the junior and 

senior boots.

For more information
on the Velocity range,
or any of Optimum’s
products, call 01942

497707 or contact your
local Optimum sales

representatives.
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SHOCK DOCTOR
WITH CONTINUING INPUT FROM SPORTS
TRAINERS, PHYSICAL THERAPISTS, PLAYERS
AND COACHES, SHOCK DOCTOR HAS
INNOVATED NEW DESIGNS, MATERIALS
AND MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES INTO
THE SPORTS SUPPORT MARKET. 

The company provides athletes and everyday
users with a proactive solution to injury
management and recovery with advanced
designs, better sizing, leading technology,
stronger branding and ease of shopping.

Shock Doctor PST (Performance Sports Therapy)
products are easy to identify and select. Vivid
colour coding by body part and clear technical
graphics allow customers to quickly and easily
identify the exact product by body part,
performance level and size. 

Each package features valuable
information on how to properly
measure and fit the product to
ensure optimal function and
therapeutic benefit. 

For further information and pricing
email sales@hy-pro.co.uk or call
01582670100. Alternatively, visit
www.shockdoctor.co.uk

IN SEASON RUGBY

THE OPTIMUM
VELOCITY

RANGE HAS
GONE FROM

STRENGTH TO
STRENGTH

PROVIDES
ATHLETES AND

EVERYDAY
USERS WITH A

PROACTIVE
SOLUTION TO

INJURY
MANAGEMENT 
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Challenge

Yourself

• Mike Morgan - 07973 802 986 - South West  
• Alistair Crawford - 07711 131 617 - Scotland  
• Steve Lee - 07515 905 525 - North West / Eastern Counties

• Richard Morris - 07778 159 180 - South East

• Brian Hutchinson - 07595 543 835 - Ireland

• Daniel Hume - 07960 013 475 - North East /Midlands

Live On The Edge™ • www.live-on-the-edge.com • info@live-on-the-edge.com • 0131 344 4730Live On The Edge™ • www.live-on-the-edge.com • info@live-on-the-edge.com • 0131 344 4730
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INOV-8 FUNCTIONAL
FITNESS CLOTHING

BUILDING ON THE WORLDWIDE SUCCESS OF ITS F-LITE
AND FASTLIFT FOOTWEAR OFFERINGS, INOV-8 IS SET

TO TAKE THE FUNCTIONAL FITNESS MARKET BY STORM
AGAIN - THIS TIME WITH ITS FIRST APPAREL RANGE.

Hitting the market this autumn/winter, inov-8’s lightweight,
super-comfortable range has been designed with the
committed functional fitness athlete sharply in mind.

Working closely with many of the sport’s biggest stars,
inov-8 scrutinised every material, and in many cases

removed all seams, to ensure it met the exact needs of
hardcore athletes before, during and after their WODs

(workouts of the day).

The range includes seamless short-sleeved tees that
deliver outstanding breathability and zero irritation, tank

tops, bras and long socks, as well as shorts that guarantee
maximum comfort and movement during even the most

intense WODs.

The hoodies boast a comfortable inner gridded fabric that
traps air, keeping the body warm and in prime condition

for performance.

Delivering industry leading innovation, inov-8 has once
again raised the bar in the functional fitness category.

For more information call 01388 744900 
or visit www.inov-8.com"www.inov-8.com
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SOCKS FOR
RUNNERS -
MARATHON FRESH

HILLY’S RESTYLED MARATHON FRESH
SOCK NOW FEATURES POLYGIENE, A
FABRIC FINISH FOR PERMANENT
ODOUR CONTROL. 

Polygiene works by inhibiting the growth
of the bacteria within fabric that cause
sports kit to smell. It does not interfere
with the skin’s natural bacterial flora and
the treatment is guaranteed for the
lifetime of the product. What’s more, with
Polygiene Hilly socks require less washing
and stay fresher, thus lasting longer.

Call the Hilly sales office on 
0161 366 5020 for orders 
or further information.

HILLY’S

RESTYLED

MARATHON

FRESH

SOCK NOW

FEATURES

POLYGIENE

WORKING

CLOSELY WITH

MANY OF THE

SPORT’S

BIGGEST

STARS
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IN SEASON RUNNING

TROLLEY DASH
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||lll
1.  GEL MAX FLAVOUR FUSION. SHOCK DOCTOR. CHRIS@HY-PRO.CO.UK
2. INFERNO RANGE. OPTIMUM. 01942 497707
3. RUNPRO CURREXSOLE. MAR-SYSTEMS. WWW.CURREXSOLE.COM
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ASICS LEG BALANCE TIGHTS 
FOR MAXIMUM SUPPORT, ASICS HAS INCORPORATED
MOTION MUSCLE TECHNOLOGY INTO ITS ICONIC LEG
BALANCE TIGHTS AND KNEE TIGHTS. FEATURING
HIGHLY ELASTICATED PANEL INSERTS AT THE WAIST
AND LOWER BACK, THESE PROPERTIES ARE
DESIGNED TO HELP IMPROVE POSTURE, PROMOTE
MOVEMENT AND REDUCE MUSCLE FATIGUE. 

Further panelling at the quadriceps, calves and around
the knees help minimise muscle vibrations and muscle
impact when striking the ground. To emphasise this
performance enhancing technology, contrasting neon
block sections have been added above the knees and
thighs to create a bright and colourful silhouette.

For more information email info-uk@asics.com

GEAR UP FOR
MARATHON SEASON
AFTER A WINTER’S TRAINING SEASON, THOUSANDS OF
RUNNERS ARE IN FINAL PREPARATION FOR THEIR HALF AND
FULL MARATHON CHALLENGES. 

Ronhill has a wide range of t-shirts, leg wear options and a
choice of race day accessories and hydration products available.
Highlight products include the new Trail Twin Cargo Short, which
has a range of storage options for runners; the lightweight and
breathable women’s Trail Cargo Tank, which features gel loops
and Polygiene stray fresh treatment; and the Trail Fuel Bottle,
which allows you to store liquids and gels for on-the-move use,
before rolling it up for easy storage. 

Ronhill is also the UK distributor of essential marathon products
Run Guard and Nip Guard. 

For more information or to place an order call your local sales rep:
National Account Manager South: Alex Wilson. Tel: 07766 365609.
Western UK Rep: Simon Plaskitt. Tel: 07764 535143.
National Account Manager North: Andy Norman. Tel: 07515 597987.
North West UK Rep: Laura Finucane. Tel: 07768 822955. 
Eastern Counties Agent: Rob Groome. Tel: 07973 319125.

FOR MAXIMUM

SUPPORT, ASICS

HAS INCORPORATED

MOTION MUSCLE

TECHNOLOGY INTO

ITS ICONIC LEG

BALANCE TIGHTS

AND KNEE TIGHTS
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AFTER A WINTER’S

TRAINING SEASON,

THOUSANDS OF

RUNNERS ARE IN

FINAL PREPARATION

FOR THEIR HALF

AND FULL

MARATHON

CHALLENGES
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Go beyond the edge of comfort with the Brooks Transcend, 
a self-tuning trainer that smartly adapts its cushioning 

to your every step, creating your ultimate run. This is the 
next revolution of comfort. This is Brooks Transcend.

www.brooksrunning.co.uk 

       @brooksrunninguk       www.facebook.com/brooksrunning



SWIMWEAR 
AT OPROGROUP LTD

Cutting edge technical innovation and inspired 
design stand out in the water. 

Tried and tested in the toughest pools, the 
quick drying Pacer chlorine-proof fabric goes to 
greater lengths, offering total UV protection. 

With a full range of swimming accessories, 
we’re ready to jump in.

To fi nd out more about 
becoming a Maru stockist please 

email sales@maruswimwear.co.uk
Tel: 01442 430730

Find out more online at 

maruswimwear.co.uk
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DOMINATE 
THE GAME 

Available at:



Brand Agility Ltd
35 West Bowling Green Street, Edinburgh, EH6 5NX 
Ph: 0131 554 5555  Email:  jacquie@brandagility.co.uk

Hi Vis Flow 2L Hydration pack

• High visibility & slim line hydration pack

• Includes a 2L TPU slim line reservoir

• Insulated hydration sleeve

• Ventilated back system with sternum strap

w w w . c a r i b e e . c o m

UK Runner’s World

“This is absolutely brilliant…”
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Personalising your online marketing messages can pay
dividends in a competitive marketplace, Dave Howell says

62 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

n its latest Annual Merchant
Survey, marketing company
MyBuys stated that 40 per
cent of respondents buy
more from retailers that

personalise their shopping experiences
over multiple channels. Moreover, nearly
60 per cent of respondents said
personalised product recommendations
were a major factor when deciding what
to buy and from which retailers.

Peter O’Toole, managing director of
Retail Merchandising Services, which
specialises in retail store refurbishment,
believes personalisation is about building
relationships with your customers:
“Learning what they like to eat, drink, wear
or play and then marketing those products
to them in a way that appeals. There is no
doubt that personalisation will be one of
the biggest areas to watch in terms of how
retail technology develops in the future, as
customers become more accustomed to
marketing that is highly tailored to their
interests and needs at any given time.”

Differentiate
Making your customers’ purchasing
experiences more personal has clear
commercial advantages. The rise of social

I
media and the recommendation economy,
plus the drive to connect with retailers that
support brands and their customers with
more than just discounts and special offers,
is how store owners can differentiate
themselves in the marketplace. 

Sports retailers can make closer
connections with
their customers by
understanding the
touch points they
currently use and
how these might
evolve in the
future. Mobile
digital devices
look set to play a
significant role in
developing these
relationships.

Research from
the Google Shopper Marketing Agency
Council, a group of shopper marketing
experts, revealed that over half of
respondents checked their mobile
device for store related information on
their way to the retailer’s premises,
highlighting the fact that the connection
retailers make with their customers
begins before a visit takes place. 

An important aspect of
personalisation is customer
segmentation. Understanding the groups
of customers who frequent your store
will ensure personalization is successful.
However, it must go much further than
simply identifying groups. Here, the
concept of individual customer profiling
comes into play. With this level of insight
it becomes much easier to develop
personalisation platforms once you
understand what motivates specific
groups of customers. Interrogate your

existing data silos for
patterns and group and
individual profiles.

“The ultimate goal for
all retailers should be to
treat each customer as
an individual, rather
than segmenting
them into broad
categories,” David
Brint, managing
director of imagery
and software
specialist SpinMe,

says. “Sports retailers can draw on
their knowledge of people’s
shopping and lifestyle habits to
intelligently cross sell and upsell
products each customer will find
genuinely useful. For example, if
customers have been purchasing
racing bikes, it might be a good idea
to suggest carbohydrate energy gels.”

GETTING
PERSONAL

“The ultimate
goal for all

retailers should
be to treat each
customer as an

individual”
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Excellent
Kestrel Lemen, a marketing strategist at
Bronto Software Europe, a cloud-based
marketing platform that enables companies
to drive revenue through their email, mobile
and social media campaigns, says specialist
retailer Direct Golf is doing an excellent job
of understanding its customers and giving
them what they want. 

“Direct Golf has segmented its
audience based on their store
preference,” he explains. “They are then
sending out targeted messages to those
segments around events at their chosen
store. This is highly relevant to the
customer as it is more personal. 

“The messages are also helpful, as
they give the details of store location in
case a customer was to forget. This gives
the customer everything they need to
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get to the store, further removing any
barriers to purchase.”

Personalisation is a growing trend.
Market research firm Harris Interactive
found that 56 per cent of US adults
would switch brands if they received
more options to connect with the
retailers they gravitate towards. 

In a competitive market, stores that
can offer the personal touch will become
destinations for consumers who want to
make lasting connections with the
brands and retailers they covet. 

Consumer expectations are high. If
your store can deliver excellent levels of
personalisation across all its touch points,
this will directly translate into increased
turnover. No store can afford to ignore
personalisation, as it becomes a
touchstone of modern retailing.

● 79 per cent of shoppers are
interested in the possibility of
having digital content (product
recommendations, demo videos,
virtual ‘try on’ simulations and so
on) delivered to their mobile
phones while shopping in a store.
80 per cent said they’d be
interested in a ‘mobile wallet’,
particularly if it meant they no
longer needed to carry cash or
credit cards.

● 77 per cent of the Top 50 UK
retailers are failing to personalise
marketing.

● On average, businesses that
personalise customers’ web
experiences have seen a 19 per
cent increase in sales.

● Approximately 58 per cent of
consumers who own a
smartphone have used it for store
related shopping.

● Once consumers start using
their smartphones for shopping,
they tend to use them a lot -
typically for 50-60 per cent of
their store shopping trips,
depending on the store category. 

● A third of social media users
follow brands, with 22 per cent
claiming to be influenced by a
brand’s social media presence. 

Sources: Latitude, eCircle, 
Econsultancy, Deloitte and eBay.
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ARENA SS14 COLLECTION
OUT NOW

For more information please contact Solo Sports Brands Ltd - tel 015396 22322

FRANCESCA HALSALL
BRONZE WORLD MEDALLIST

50M FREESTYLE



CAN’T FIND  
THE ANSWER?
BE SURE YOU’RE ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
For international research on the sports industry – from event 
experience & participation levels, to equipment market sizes, 
lifestyle analysis & retailer attitudes - our insight is market leading.

+ 44 (0) 1932 345 539 
www.sportsmarketingsurveysinc.com  
info@sportsmarketingsurveysinc.com
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Under the

Counter
A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

Things haven’t been going too well
with my assistant Norman lately
because he’s been taking too much
interest in the business. Perhaps I
should explain.

In my day assistants were exactly
that - putting goods into brown paper
bags, making sure we’d got enough
milk for the tea and coming in for an
hour on half closing day to mop out 
the toilet.

Clever dick
Just because Norman has been with us
since before the beginning of time, he
seems to think that gives him carte
blanche to come up with all sorts of
clever dick suggestions to improve the
business - from vertical and viral
marketing to customer communication
solutions, whatever they may be.

When I suggested that if he really
wanted to improve the business he
could clean the front window so that
people could actually see what we were
selling, he got quite huffy and yesterday
he didn’t come in. When I rang to see
whether he had died or been eaten by
giant centipedes, his wife Enid said he
wouldn’t be in for the rest of the week
and that there was a doctor’s certificate
in the post.

“He’s got Tall Poppy Syndrome,”
Enid said. “And is that surprising
working for you?”

I hadn’t the remotest idea what she
was talking about, but when I Googled
Tall Poppy Syndrome I found it was
nothing to do with gardening or drugs,
but was all about knocking down to size
people who are bright and ambitious in
the hope that they’ll get discouraged. It
used to be called jealousy.  

Apparently
some Australian
bloke invented TPS
when he had a
spare minute. If you
have a field of
poppies and one
gets taller than the
rest, cut its head
off. I thought that
was how us retailers
had always dealt with success in
business. We just didn’t give it a name.

According to Wikipedia, symptoms
in severe cases of TPS can include
exhaustion, headaches, mood swings,
unsociability and an inability to relate to
other people. I was beginning to
wonder if I’d got it too.        

It seemed that bad TPS treatment
could warrant a formal grievance,
leading to official disciplinary action
under industrial legislation. Not that I
thought Norman would go that far,
although Enid might. I’ve never
liked that woman, but to be on
the safe side I thought I’d better
check we would be covered by
the shop insurance. The trouble
is, only Norman knows where
we keep the policy.

It was a bit odd at first
being alone in the shop
with no one to blame
when we ran out of tea
bags or to ask to put a
new light bulb in the
stockroom, but by
lunchtime I was
beginning to quite
enjoy it and it was a
relief not to have to
argue over the
anagrams in the
Daily Express 
junior crossword.

I had just sold a
packet of golf tees
and was feeling quite
optimistic about the
future as a lone trader when
these guys came in from our 
biggest supplier. We have to keep
them sweet because they give us
good credit, but I normally leave 
this to Norman because he knows
the jargon and I need all my faculties
to work out if we can afford to 
give them a cheque. This time 
there was no escape.

First salesman: “Where’s Norman,
squire? He said you would give us 

a decision about 
our online self 
service touchscreen
transactional kiosks.
There are some 
really sensational
discounts.”

Second salesman:
“As regards our
proactive visual
merchandising

strategy, Norman is a real fan of 
VM, as you know, and I’d like to 
run something past him 
motivational wise.”

Third salesman: “Can you tell
Norman that the data mining
symposium comes with a free
weekend for two in Stow-on-the-

Wold with morris dancing and optional
paintballing? Should be a real gas.”

Me: “Sorry lads, I think I’m getting a chill.
Norman will be in tomorrow. Can you call
back? Cheers.” 

Serious talk 
I’ve just been doing some pretty abject
grovelling on the phone and Norman has
graciously agreed to come back to work
tomorrow, so long as we can have a serious
talk about his future and he can have the
Saturday off to go to Stow-on-the-Wold.

I reckon I’ve got off pretty lightly, so I
did all the stuff about him being invaluable
to the shop and made him acting senior
sales executive responsible for technical
development. He can also have his own
towel in the toilet. He had to clear it 
with Enid, who gave her provisional
agreement, so long as he had his name 
on the towel and she didn’t have to go 
to Stow-on-the-Wold.

So it’s all turned out for the best. I
thought I’d get Norman’s new title engraved
on one of those badges that people wear
on ribbons round their necks in big stores
and nuclear power stations. Maybe I could
also run to a packet of poppy seeds.

“If you have a
field of poppies

and one gets taller
than the rest, cut

its head off ”
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          Contact us to become a stockist
T - 028 90790 588 / E - sales@targetdry.com

®

Waterproof 5000mm // Breathable 5000gsm

THE BEST PERFORMING 
PACKAWAY IN ITS CLASS



COLLECTION TO YOUR LIFESTYLE!
ADD THE NEW GOLA ACTIVE

www.gola.co.uk 
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